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A LETTER FROM  
THE EDITOR
This past year and a few months of making Rulerless has been a wild ride. 
You may know that I initially wanted to make it a triannual magazine, then 
switched to the idea of a yearly anthology, but ultimately decided that I don’t 
have the energy or resources to have it be a serial publication. I’m going into 
college soon and my life is constantly changing in a million ways, most of 
which are very exciting. So, though Love, Hope, & Joy was initially just the 
theme of “Rulerless Volume I,” it’s now the subtitle of a standalone antholo-
gy—and one that I believe is utterly gorgeous. The beautiful, creative minds 
that have conspired to make this book possible continue to astound me.

Anarchism is a surprisingly difficult theme to build an anthology around. 
When I first started Rulerless, I expected most submissions to be revolutionary 
ballads proclaiming outright the evils of capitalism and statism, condemning 
authority with every word. And I have gotten those. But most of the submis-
sions I’ve accepted, in both this and the Inaugural Issue, have been simpler: 
poems enamored with existence and life, tales about people just living their 
lives, containing but an undercurrent of anarchy. This is good, in my opin-
ion. We need stories about revolution, but it’s more important for us to have 
stories about life—the kind humans have been telling since the dawn of time.

 “Love, hope, and joy” is an easier theme to build an anthology around, 
because those are emotions all of us, anarchists or not, experience all the 
time. Still, it’s not the most plentiful genre at the moment; far more common 
are stories about broken worlds, dystopias, bleak futures without even a speck 
of hope remaining. Those stories have been told a lot over the past century or 
more (in my lifetime being most popular during the 2000s-2010s trend of YA 
dystopian novels). What we need now more than anything are tales of surviv-
al and perseverance, stories that remind us what we’re fighting for.

Because people don’t typically become anarchists out of simple socioeco-
nomic calculations or by abandoning all hope for humanity. Anarchists are 
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anarchists because the freedom we seek gives everyone so much more room to 
give love and be joyous, and we have the hope that such a world is possible.

Byron López Ellington
Founder and Editor, Rulerless

POETRY ON 
FREEDOM 
FIGHTING

PAGE 15–30
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ANARCHY
John Henry Mackay

Originally writ ten in 1888. This work is in the public domain.

Ever reviled, accursed, ne’er understood,
Thou art the grisly terror of our age.
“Wreck of all order,” cry the multitude,
“Art thou, and war and murder’s endless rage.”
O, let them cry. To them that ne’er have striven
The truth that lies behind a word to find,
To them the word’s right meaning was not given.
They shall continue blind among the blind.
But thou, O word, so clear, so strong, so pure,
Thou sayest all which I for goal have taken.
I give thee to the future! Thine secure
When each at least unto himself shall waken.
Comes it in sunshine? In the tempest’s thrill?
I cannot tell—but it the earth shall see!
I am an Anarchist! Wherefore I will
Not rule, and also ruled I will not be!
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THE FEAST OF VULTURES
Voltairine de Cleyre

Originally writ ten in 1894. This work is in the public domain.

(As the three anarchists, Vaillant, Henry, and Caserio, were led to their sever-
al executions, a voice from the prison cried loudly, “Vive l’anarchie!” Through 
watch and vard the cry escaped, and no man owned the voice, but the cry is still 
resounding through the world.)

A moan in the gloam in the air-peaks heard—
The Bird of Omen—the wild, fierce Bird,
Aflight
In the night,
Like a whizz of light,
Arrowy winging before the storm,
Far away flinging
The whistling, singing,
White-curdled drops, wind-blown and warm,
From its beating, flapping,
Thunderous wings;
Crashing and clapping
The split night swings,
And rocks and totters,
Bled of its levin,
And reels and mutters
A curse to Heaven!
Reels and mutters and rolls and dies,
With a wild light streaking its black, blind eyes.
Far, Far, Far,
Through the red, mad morn,
Like a hurtling star,

Through the air upborne,
The Herald-Singer,
The Terror-Bringer,
Speeds—and behind, through the cloud-rags torn,
Gather and wheel a million wings,
Clanging as iron where the hammer rings;
The whipped sky shivers,
The White Gate shakes,
The ripped throne quivers,
The dumb God wakes,
And feels in his heart the talon-stings.
“Ruin! Ruin!” the Whirlwind cries,
And it leaps at his throat and tears his eyes;
“Death for death, as ye long have dealt;
The heads of your victims your heads shall pelt;
The blood ye wrung to get drunk upon,
Drink, and be poisoned! On, Herald, on!”
Behold, behold,
How a moan is grown!
A cry hurled high ‘gainst a scaffold’s joist!
The Voice of Defiance—the loud, wild Voice!
Whirled
Through the world,
A smoke-wreath curled
(Breath ‘round hot kisses) around a fire!
See! the ground hisses
With red-streaming blood-clots of long-frozen ire,
Waked by the flying
Wild voice as it passes;
Groaning and crying,
The surge of the masses
Rolls and flashes
With thunderous roar—
Seams and lashes
The livid shore—
Seams and lashes and crunches and beats,
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And drags a ragged wall to its howling retreats!
Swift, swift, swift,
Thwart the blood-rain’s fall,
Through the fire-shot rift
Of the broken wall,
The prophet-crying
The storm-song sighing,
Flies—and from under Night’s lifted pall,
Swarming, menace ten million darts,
Uplifting fragments of human shards!
Ah, white teeth chatter,
And dumb jaws fall,
While winged fires scatter
Till gloom gulfs all
Save the boom of the cannon that storm the forts
That the people bombard with their comrades’ hearts;
“Vengeance! Vengeance!” the voices scream,
And the vulture pinions whirl and stream!
“Knife for knife, as ye long have dealt;
The edge ye whetted for us be felt,
Ye chopper of necks, on your own, on your own!
Bare it, Coward! On, Prophet, on!”

Behold how high
Rolls a prison cry!

THE DREAM OF  
THE ANARCHISTS
Byron López Ellington

The rulers have for cent’ries now made lies
Designed to keep us entertained with nil
So that they can with ease ignore our cries
But freedom’s stayed, as far as I surmise,
A fire burning in our hearts until
The day we break our chains and go live free,
Live masterless in blissful Anarchy.

When people cease to dominate their kin,
When rulership is frowned upon by all,
Then slaves shall cease to be what they have been
And those who ruled shall be but men of tin,
Shall find their hearts and have no greater gall.
Despite the bourgeois’s claims, this day shall be,
No matter that we call it “Anarchy.”

No propagandic poison taints a word—
Can change a meaning true which lies beneath—
If one can listen through what they have heard,
What cops and politicians have obscured,
And learn to fight against the boss and grief,
And find with fogless eyes the truth to see
What we mean when we speak of Anarchy.

The dream persists beyond the Moon and stars;
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Infinity is kind to us on Earth:
If we forget, we’ll learn anew on Mars,
And do away with kings and prison bars,
And giggle with unending joy and mirth,
And pick the apple from the thriving tree,
And live as friends in gorgeous Anarchy.

ODE TO ANARRES
Byron López Ellington

After The Dispossessed by Ursula K. Le Guin. Originally published in 2021 
in Fifth Estate. This work has been placed in the public domain via the Kopimi 
license—no copyright, reprint freely.

To break off from the homeworld,
Separate and start anew,
Takes courage nigh unknowable.
Make a new language, speak it;
Choose a harsher planet, keep it;
Dispossess yourself of things
And your only home alike;
Leave the old lush rainforests
For frigid deserts, dry, starving,
Where through hardship you are free.
Hold utopia in your heart
As you build the practical.
Make the would-be bureaucrats
Upon the Sister World be
As healthy cells within us,
Within the Social Organism:
Be free, O mighty nuchnib,
Do not let power concentrate!
Bring down the walls of the Port,
Let knowledge flow with lawless ease!
Love the Other as you love
Your syndics, with great compassion.
Open wide the many doors,
Burn down the borders, land and space,
Live the harder, better life:
Freedom and Solidarity.
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SONNET OF THE  
REVOLUTIONARY FIRES
Byron López Ellington

Originally published in 2021 in warning lines.

i once believ’d that change came from above,
that merely marching push’d the powers through
to pass the laws that made us safe with love,
but nothing could be farther from what’s true.
o’er years i’ve learn’d the only push is we;
above they fear no thing but us and blaze;
to light the prison walls and set all free
shall bring about the love of freedom’s craze.
in truth i seek to harm not one bad soul,
and harm them i shall not, but bring them low,
so no longer can they stop our just, true goal;
and if they join us, there shall be no foe.
for what could be safe in these widening gyres
if not the wicked heat of rebel fires?

TO THE NAZIS WHO MARCHED 
ON CHARLOTTESVILLE
Gail Bello

Originally published in 2019 in Collective Unrest

We will replace you.

The torches you carried only provided better lighting,
allowing us to put faces to the hate-filled souls we
already knew were there.

We will call you out.

You don’t get to spew vicious, viscous venom
then blend back into the rest of us. You
cannot be both a snake and a chameleon.

We will not make this easy for you.

The fringes you have pulled from are
feeling the scissors’ edge.
And you know it.

We will not let you fray us. 
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A PROBLEM  
FROM HELL
Sean Goodman

A world stage disgrace
A national offense
Time to stand up
Can’t sit on the fence

What’s one’s reality might not be for me
It’s easy to say, “turn the other cheek”
What once was in my mind is no longer mine
Asking myself, “is there still time?”
To reclaim and replace a past mistake
Pull out root and stem of what makes one hate

A liar one day
A saint the next
How’s that albatross
Around your neck?

Soaked in the blood of the ones who are dying
Heavier than heaven by the ones who are lying
A dollar here and a dollar there
A vicious cycle, a pit of despair
The devil don’t lose when you shake his hand
Stay firm and strong, draw a line in the sand

We crucify who we ostracize
We justify who we genocide
We curse and kill when they’re not the same
We silence ourselves we refuse to name

A dissonance displaced in an amulet
Safely concealed by the virulent
Pride replaces shame
Guilt takes care of the rest
We tell each other stories that we are the best

But one voice of dissent can cause a movement
A domino effect of reparation
Hope replaces hate
Love trades fear of death
A thousand burning candles to confront the darkness
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FOR A HOME ON THE  
VERGE OF FIRE
Eniola Abdulroqeeb Arówólò

i lose the weight of my happiness
when a bullet kissed the forehead
of a little boy in a protest. 

 guns often become psychotic when 
 palmed by policemen. on a more serious 
 note, our bodies only explore the language

of ruins & i hunt for peace in the most 
disastrous things like a lamb craving
pasture at the threshold of a wolf.

 i hear an echo & run into the embrace of bush. 
 even a hush, these days, can compress a body 
 into dust. how do i escape bumping into 

grief if every soul is this close to being
undressed? we wear insomnia like a priceless
silk because a dirge visits more often than 

 lullabies. like a wingless bird, our prayers fall at every
 attempt to nest in God’s ears: we are already striated a
 metonymy for misery. yet, i still hope for goodness in 
the mystery tomorrow holds. a body +
a gunshot equals a home wailing. i keep
voweling a liturgy in my throat—O Lord, 
i don’t want to be a memory of tragedy.

PORTRAIT OF BOYS  
IN MY COUNTRY AS  
AN HOURGLASS
Chinedu Gospel

After Khadija Abdalla Bajaber. 

spin          upturn        a country rippling in chaos
the boy is a metaphor for an hourglass    or what
other pronoun can replace his ruin? 
grow dandelions out of fist         for your dead 
for the river of hope turned steam     disappearing
into thin air      make a cup of music    an elegy
for the wounds you carry      your adam’s apple 
a bullock —    sacrifice for every boy your age
a war horn morphing into trumpets of angels  
of pigeons searching for peace        at the temple 
the bells keep chiming      & a boy drags his feet 
into vermilion       a mechanism for survival 
a camouflaging    because in this country     every
boy is an hourglass upturned       dreams sinking
through a grave   i know the story of guns    & 
in one story    a man asked the gun to shut its eye      
to stop staring at the boy      as if to say        you’ve 
been marked for extermination     you’ve been 
scheduled for early death       what other digital way to 
prophet a boy’s life against divine will?  O — feeble 
thing undone   this is where your dreadlocks    to a cop
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is a maze where grace transforms into grief 
hear the tongue of those consonants thirsting for water
for a drop of spring      i tell you      here no consonant
vowels into ripples     every gun you see wants to breathe
silence into you       so in another story    i kiss the guns
to a sweet sleep      so blood won’t become a perpetual 
dream   a nightmare      the trigger-finger—  
an antagonist   in all these songs     i am just a beat     
dancing to god’s feet    a footstool     a boy peeling his grief

PASSENGER PIGEON
Toyb ben Uilliam

“Let every dirty, lousy tramp arm himself with a revolver or a knife, and lay in wait 
on the steps of the palaces of the rich and stab or shoot the owners as they come 
out. Let us kill them without mercy, and let it be a war of extermination.”
—Lucy Parsons, 1885

The dead rose.

The unquiet ones dripping from the salt sea of humanity’s weeping.

I will speak gently of the sights not fully mine to understand, and I will not 
speculate on the mechanism of miracle, for our messiah still tarries.

Our moralizing was cut short. The moment's consensus was moot. Some say 
the dead reached a critical mass, others that they answered the prayers of 
the living.

Across the continent for days all that could be heard was the dance.
And while they danced their living kin all had the mother tongue.
Each one was alive and vibrant and writhing. Burrowing and tethering to 
the earth never to be adrift again.

I was told many things and I choose to believe them all.

I was told by one there was a construct of flowers and ash and they swore it 
was Ol’ Joe, and the braided prairie flowers with their black dust, were as 
warm and blooded as their own hand.
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I was told from a shallow grave in Kentucky, one skeleton rose. Its bones 
rejected by the earth and its spirit half allowed in the glow. One scab rose to 
work off its shame. I was told of no others.

I was told the martyred dead came back hallowed like saints, I was told the 
unlucky victims came back as flesh and lived again. I was told both about a 
friend and choose to believe both. One for them and one for everyone else.

Our folk never did get our answer, if anyone truly did, our dead largely 
rested, but for each there was a Golem or a few whose lives I will not peer 
closely into a dybbuk or a sheyd.

They did not shirk from their duty, and though relatively few, they chose 
the front line. Clay bursting and baking in a kiln of hellfire missiles. The 
maddening dancing in the air, over and under, and on with automatic 
rounds as a platform.

The work was in front of us and behind us. I did what I could. I threw up. 
And some of them, the newly dead and living,
rose on our side, and we all learned, to be victims and perpetrators too.

When morning came, when it was a new day. When the thud of the dance 
had worn into the soil for a hundred years. When blood and lead melted 
down into the soil, rose again, and dissipated. I wept and looked to the sky. 
In it a swarm three billion thick, a dove, a dove, a passenger on its way.

POETRY ON 
LIFE LIVING

PAGE 33–83
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FREEDOM
J. Alex Huerta

There’s a self-selected tyranny,
running through conference rooms and cubicles
some insistence there’s no better way to be
than how you were the day before

Maybe it’s a fear of loss or missing out,
frozen by anxiety into complacency
maybe that’s why I fantasize
about having nothing left to lose

But I can’t blame the unreliable limits of my human ingenuity
I can’t use that as an excuse,
as I perpetuate the same cruelties
that I’m running from

I can’t expect myself
to do this on my own

…even though I’m standing on a bridge I cannot cross
while you, on the other side, think it is so easy
to step over this empty space,
to close this gap with memories of the past
when my past is just another thing to leave behind

So if all I have to do is change,
then change I will
I just need your patience and your empathy
as I discard this flawed physicality
piece by piece
until we see infinity
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RISE
J. Alex Huerta

I don’t want to live in war
I don’t even want to fight for peace
I think the days of duels
and chivalry
are over
and there’s a certain nobleness in that
But I have greater expectations than a common life

I am no giant
I am no leader, and I’m not a hero
I have no power, here,
over life or death
or whatever else will happen next

and I can continue to list all the things that I am not
And I can continue to fear death,
and the inevitable, and
the point at which all I’ve made
will rot,
but,

I don’t need a legacy
I don’t need you to love me
I just want to live with grace
I want back those few long seconds,
falling from a fragile plane,
when I had an equilibrium with this little world,
and I could ignore, so easily,

all the heartache you expect of me.
I don’t need you to love me,
but I’d like to love you as you are
I’d like to be large enough,
and strong enough,
to listen and not hide,
to hear beyond what you can say—
to see deeper than just the sum of your parts

and this structural conceit of you and me will crumble
an artificially divided ego
and you will see that this idea of me has always been quite absurd
until I can discard these tired pronouns and ascend,
in multitudes,
back up to the sky
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I USED TO LOOK  
UP AT THE SKY
Halle Preneta

and think I had to kill myself
to be up there. 
The one thing I wanted
for the longest time
was to become a star.
Shine so brightly amongst the other stars,
listen to their stories of the Earth
from centuries before.
Realize they are other people too.
People with lives and families and
jobs they hated
and little things they loved
and could rant about for hours
like pottery or spoken word poetry
or how when a neuron fires,
the energy it takes for signals to cross
the synapses between them
is called action potential. 
Now, when I look up at the sky,
I see no ending in sight.
I see all the people I love
and know they will still be there
when I wake up.
I see their smiling faces
and hear their hearty laughs
that I can recognize across whole ballrooms.

I see their little ticks
and fidgets when they’re anxious
or angry
and hope my hand upon their shoulder
will be enough to calm them 
so they can speak again. 
I know they are up in that sky,
guiding me
even when they aren’t physically next to me.
I believe that this
is the most growth I will ever have.
From wanting to die
to not even seeing it
as an option anymore. 
One day, you told me
that people are able to have legacies
without having children.
That people can leave pieces of themselves
behind in this world
that they didn’t directly create
when they are finally gone.
I didn’t understand what you meant
until I realized
that when stars die,
they become supernovas 
purple and blue glowing so bright
that other humans on Earth
can see them with their telescopes. 
A funeral for all souls to see. 
When I finally die,
years from now,
after fostering the love of poetry
into everyone I possibly can,
I want to go out like a supernova.
Big and bright,
leaving a trail of wonder behind.
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A puzzle for you to put together. 
A fallen Jenga set for you to rearrange.
A person to construct back together,
limb by limb,
star by star,
make a constellation out of me
so that others can look up at the sky and know
that I am still there for them
just like you are always up in that sky,
always there for me.

ⒶUTONOMY
v.f. thompson

every morning i open my front door
and open my lungs,
and invite Thanatos in

he stands on the sidewalk as i smoke
and though his bare teeth do not move
i hear him say
“not yet”

i think about my body
alive against my will
and think that nothing ever burns down by itself
that every fire needs a little bit of help

i think about my consciousness as a physical thing
as chemical reactions and electrical impulses,
and think about the rituals of consumption i have adopted

each cigarette is a prayer
each inhalation an exaltation
each sweet breath a sin
killing myself in slow motion
just to feel like i can control
one thing

and as i finish my Spirit,
Thanatos grins, and says
“someday
but not yet” 
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ANAESTHESIA FOR MY  
CRUMBLING JERICHO WALL
Abdulkareem Abdulkareem

I’ve always carried this darkness like the night, 
except that my night carries no stain of light. 

My body is an origami painted by fire. I wear the 
footprints of ghosts—please don’t pull down this jacket, 
my father’s name is a mural on the wall of my body. 
My sapphire ashes into dust. I breed the night into 

smoke & I puff it out from my cigarette as wisps 
into the scorching sun, this is me breathing my fears 

into my anxiety. In my dreams cactuses
always appear; I reach out to touch

the miracles and my hands return to me thorned. How

death translated my father into dust: now whenever 
I try leaping into a memory of him, I fall into a fog. 

Silence is now the translation of my father’s name—  
Dear Lord, lead my mouth into your abode 

soft as my mother’s lullaby. I seek, sincerely, to pronounce  
my aches to the wind until they fade into oblivion.
To dislodge the fine intestines of my grief how 
my mother extricates the intestines of the tilapia fish.

I autopsy on my failing songs & I detect a shivering mouth. 
Sometimes I wonder how to tell God, that I seek a

triumph, to slot through ruins unscathed &
to lure the song of a gold winged warbler into my dream. 

I want to turn the knob on my door & step into a garden 
of fresh oranges. I’ve grappled with happiness for too long 

inside sinkholes, held my mouth through calcified
laughters. Again Mother asks what I see in my dreams &

I hew a palatable lie on her palms. My tongue is still sour;
the lie—a tamarind crushed on my tongue,

but when next Morpheus lures me into a body of water, faithfully
I will wade & search for my father’s elegant body.
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FADING
Zaynab Bobi

ILLUSION
Abdulkareem Abdulkareem

Borrowing a line from “Mohammad Ali at the Ring-side, 1985” by Wole 
Soyinka. 

This night is a star etched on my dreams,
                   my father makes the law of reinventing,
he walks from the mouth of a grave & widens
                  his arms for a hug—my body translates
this as a hallucination. I stand like a clown
                punctuating my sight into something unreal, 
with a comma. My father, a body at rest, turns, 
               a body in motion. How to warp reality
round the tip of a finger? The grief
              in my mouth brews into a symphony—Father still stands
beaming that smile into the thick blackness,
              the wind humming a soft song is a talisman,
& my father an orison lost to the wind.
            I fasten my self to sharpness, pour my doubtfulness
into a mortar & pound them  into fine grain,
—I dislodge the paradox
           wallowing inside my Wernicke & Broca’s areas, say,
believe—doubt, happiness—sadness, 
             I dive into my memories & rummage for a
father’s affection, but every place I touch is 
            a walled city. My father’s body, a product of dust & elegy defying
every law of physics. I take a few steps 
            forward seeking & I fall off into 
a garden where the oak tree sheds its
            lobed leaves & the lilies & tulips sob. Despair crawls
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up my chest & I stare at the sky where 
           my father covers the clouds in clones. I charge 
at this despair at a high velocity & I descend
          into an inferno of anxiety. So I kneel inside the illusion 
of a jovial star, crooning a song until my wound whispers,
the enchantment is over. Thus I fall 
 into daybreak. What name to wear this?

SELF-PORTRAIT  
WITH TENDERNESS
Abdulkareem Abdulkareem

For Ahmad Aishah

Let me be a glass prism    where you split your light    Into a multitude   
 of colours— the night here holds    constellations      will you hold my 
hand & let’s
count it together?   

Corral my heart     marshmallow-like          into your chest           floored 
with 
 Oshibanas          larkspurs— groomed in this abode      this is how to 
love—
 paint a portrait of orchids       in the white paper of a heart &  make this 
heart a phoneme 
& not an allophone in the environments of your chest.
 
Poetry          dragged me towards the cliff of your heart      & I climbed    
My heart             
 a half-formed one seeking completion towards yours— your name         a 
new calligraphy 
engraved      on my walls       I’m on a red ocean    rowing         towards the 
island of your heart
 I encountered             the epiphany           of a new dawn      that first day

I want to learn to say      girl— you are beautiful         but this heart    im-
maturely     shreds       
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 itself       off confidence    Daily   the stamen of me— invents a pollen of 
your face  
& you keep occurring                         in the environs          of my chest       
like that neutral 
 emoji         you send to me              at the end            of every of our 
chats

I’m learning      how to pluck love like       a mango      & fix it into the 
proper mouth     
 your mouth       this is me       shooting my shot     with a wrong bow     
while    
 I also hope it hits you        at the right spot    while I try to find myself     
inside 
your chest    I want to build myself                a home         from your 
strength

because your smile is a saltwater         to my tasteless fish            this heart-
beat is getting faster
 rhythm enough             to awake feet         to the dancefloor      Do you 
know 
what it means to be a half seeking completion?                 They say a lover’s 
heart 
is God’s temple          because of its tenderness     so I stretch my palms 
outside the
window        seeking more tenderness from the night rain

ACAL
Maija Haavisto

lawbooks crush you under their weight
so many pages just to say “no”
to flatten you like the Road Runner
they tell you how to love
even though they aren’t lovebooks

there is no “no” in the nature
no seed that grows into a no
tear those no-no-phonebooks
into tiny little strips and
sprinkle them into a snowglobe
to swirl around and learn to behave

when cops arrest you for loving wrong
plead a snowglobe and remind them
that they, too, are love
and love can cut through
cable ties and other illusions
I think that should work
if not, think of something else
something that’s not in a book
because those things are
all bullshit (that’s the legal term)

when they take you to court
tell the judge that “no”s are banned
the courtroom is empty and made of love
and lawbooks are all papier mâché now
we’re taking justice into our own hands
to have and to hold
to cover in kisses
to let go
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NO GOOD LOVE
Charlie Bowden

No good love
isn’t fought for,
doesn’t have the scrapes
and scars and blisters
of its slow churn through the seasons,
unfurling its feline hand
to show the key
to the one whose tongue
it keeps.
 
Good love
is a sick day,
it coughs and spits and sputters
like a steam train
burning black through the seasons,
thin as it’s ever been,
waiting to grow and gorge
on the one whose house
it forged.
 
No good love
is a glass tunnel,
primmed, pristine and crystalline
clear, unendingly observable;
good love
is translucent
like the skin of a sycamore tree,
rough, pellucid, but free.

YELLOW
Charlie Bowden

Look at me,
floating in the white of the sunrise
like a young honeybee.
 
I turn to you and your bright blue eyes
that matchmake with the sky,
the foam of the sea washing over our feet.
 
You suggest we take a walk,
take a look at the greenery,
smell the blooming roses and admire the scenery.
 
It’s not long before we’re lost in floods of purple,
on all sides surrounded by bountiful blossom
except the expanse of the sky.
 
Our future’s grey and cloudy,
but if we wait a little while
the light will shine to guide us back to the beach.
 
It’s pebbled with black boulders,
settled and storied,
but we make it to the shore without ripping up their glory.
 
Your face is a peach, too happy to speak,
but the red wisps of the wind
are threatening to tear away your ecstasy.

I won’t let them, though.
Today the sun is cool and the sky is mellow,
but our love is invincible yellow.
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COSMIC GIRL
Charlie Bowden

My eyes were filled with asinine music
when I set them on you, foresaw a show
as Venus and Adonis, black rubric
an omen against us, it strikes a blow,
levels the light of our star-filled seafoam.
We swarm the hooded streets and find a home.
 
A comet, lying cold on the roadside
with room enough and more for both of us;
it soars to life, begins a serene glide
and as we hover, who could know us?
The empty hero who found his life’s grace,
the cosmic girl who gave up godly chase.

THE POMEGRANATE TREE
Aaron Lloyd White

A dry wind caresses hardy shrub
thin branches uplifted in pious embrace of the sun
of mysticism and mythologies that play the children’s game—telephone
as Solomon’s crown is carried off to Lincoln Heights
each jeweled seed borne of stubborn body
a delicate and sweet reminder of what lies within.

Immigrants tell their stories, here, through their offspring
a language of sensual taste
and all others left to whither and wilt, or
are spoken in arguments on still nights.
 
I’ll take then, your seeds, juice that stains, nourishes
feeds into so many rich traditions and hearty dishes
the alluring shape of your rich symbolism
coating arms and coins and curries.

Fertility in the East—a celebration of color
dyeing one’s lips, to match the sharp contours of the passing season
Fruit of death in the West—blood of Adonis
sentinel and snack of the underworld.

We walk together, she and I,
from cracked pavement to grassy earth
stealing kisses and your fruit, treated otherwise as
some kind of ornament robbed of its latent meaning.

Greedy mouths tearing at pulpy flesh
spilling contents along the way in subconscious hopes
they will bear witness to a better tomorrow.
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NOTES FROM  
MOTHER NATURE
Friday Praise

It was in a room endorsed by my solitude,
Where I was sitting on the tattered seat that matched with
My dreaded soul,
Just then did mother earth whisper into my ears,
Settling scores with my detached soul merged with sorrow,
Transforming my basking in dysphoria to euphoria,
She says: Just like the dark night births a new dawn,
You will rise to beam your light and be your dreams
After your body has witnessed sadness.
She says: The plants in the forest all yawn to be a tree,
At the same time striving for growth,
You should strive to thrive in challenging situations,
For there’s always a breakthrough behind a toiler’s tales of survival.
She says: place your hands on your chest and if your heart still beats,
Then you are loved, 
Then a better tomorrow awaits you, so why the troubled mind,
That’s the true definition of love: living
You are loved by the Creator, what’s the essence of mere human love,
The Creator’s love is a feeling of warmth in a world filled with uncertainties.

These were the notes from mother earth,
Medicines to ease our sorrow,
To smile for a good morrow worth living for.

A SILVER LINING
Olajuwon Opeyemi

It tasted salty.     it tasted like the ocean.      it tasted like lemon.     it tasted 
sour.      it smelt like pain.      it felt like agony.      it is regret.

Take a sample.      it tasted strong.          it tasted ancient.      it tasted 
smoky & sharp.          it tasted like whiskey.      it fizzed like champagne.      
it smelt like despair.      it is guilt & tears.

Shred it into pieces.      make a mache.      find starch or glue & sew the 
pieces.          if you can find all the pieces.      it smelt like musk.          it felt 
stale.          the sun never came.      it never dried.          it looks like broken 
dreams.

It is beautiful.          it is perfect.          fill up cracking veins.      water the 
desert.     pacify wailing gut.      it tasted like clouds.          it felt like air.          
it smelt like nothing.      it was a mirage.      it is promises.

I seek refuge from these in “prostration” or “sujood” call it what you may.           
it smelt fresh.      it smelt clean.           it tasted like spring.          it felt like 
spring.          it sounded like the “Adhan”.          it was clear.           It is hope…
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HOME I
Zaynab Bobi
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BUS STOP LULLABY
Ben Riddle

Capitalism stole the night sky from you.

Last night, I slept under a concrete bus stop,
the blisters on my feet a quiet kind of
content that we had finally

stopped for a little while, even in
the cold. Years ago, someone taught me
to push a knife through

a blister so it could breathe or
so you could groom new ones. Some nights,
you do what you need to do.

I refuse to let capitalism make me feel
guilty for taking an hour to
drink my coffee.

It already taught me
to drink liquid fire from brown paper
bags if I wanted

to feel something;
charged me like it was a prince regal
and golden with
service to customers in
stuffy old suits, told me to say yessir,
nossir, would you like

fries with that sir?
Told me to spend birthdays, weekends,
Christmases working

instead or loving, or reading,
or knowing my Chomsky, Dostoyevsky,
instead of railing you in a sundress,

instead of walking beside the train tracks
talking about how we don’t have much,
but we have each other.

van Gogh said that poverty stops
the best minds in their tracks.

You can’t see the starry sky
through the roof of a concrete bus stop, and
you can’t see stars

through the smog as it says,
stay down, don’t get up; don’t make me
hurt you again—

the only time it is appropriate
to go to an astronomy tower is when you
are on a date with someone

who doesn’t love you.
I am tired of that, so I have decided
to rest my head under

this concrete cathedral,
tomorrow I will take time to imagine
the milky way in my
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mourning coffee as I think
about what it would be like if we took
back the time to

tell people that we loved them.
I want someone to talk to me like I’m their love
interest in a romance book;

but no one has time to read them.
Capitalism stole the night sky from you;
don’t let it steal us

from each other.

EVERGREEN
Ben Riddle

For a week, I thought we put a stop to it.
Some ship crashed into the side of
the Suez Canal, and for a week,
people held their breath like
all it was going to take for
the system to be starved
of oxygen was for one
ship to get stuck in
an airway, and
for one week
it looked like it was over.
Platelets and white cells went
to work labouring at the outline of
an artery, all the while pressure
building up like a diver
holding their breath
and sinking to
the bottom
of the ocean, holding their breath
like someone sealed their lips
with cement, tied concrete
to their feet, and for
a week, it felt
like it was almost over like capitalism
was the diver, and everything
was going to pop, and
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after, I don’t know.
I don’t know what happens after, but
I always imagined things would
grow again once we stopped
selling oxygen, and
bottling it up
so the rich could use it to speak, then
maybe the rest of us would be able
to breathe a little easier, maybe
everything would grow
green again, and
maybe things would change.
But then they fixed it, and
capitalism coughed
and all I wanted
was the next
next ship to turn hard to port
halfway down the canal and
maybe someone rich
might cough, and
maybe we’d get
another week,
and then maybe the next week another ship
could turn hard to starboard and make
them work for it like we work for it
every single day, and maybe
after that two ships could
organise, start a union
or collide like
atoms in the hadron collider, and maybe
when they crashed into one another
they’d make something new.

I wonder how many weeks
of crashing ships it
would take for
things to
change, for the whole world to become
Evergreen. For a week, I thought
we put a stop to it. Next time,
let’s try for two.
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A FEAST OF SONGS
Ewa Gerald Onyebuchi

My body is a house//

welcome/
I promise/we will not/talk about grief/
how your body is/ a collection of pockmarks//flirting with /the dead/
/a journey into songs/say a city begging to plant itself in the sky
/say your parents still searching/ for a home/in your lungs
/say the day/ asking the night to/ stay a little longer in his arms.

dinner is served/
sit beside me/at the table of my heart//let’s feast on the songs of the wind/
listen to every beat/the tremors of love/flooding your ears
tonight/lover/we’ll fold into an accordion of laughter/& drown our fears 
in a cloud of blues/
surely// it promises to be a short night/ but the moon says/ 
it’ll hold her breath/long enough for us to/ swim against/the tides
/and build a home on the shores

IN THE RAIN
Ewa Gerald Onyebuchi

we are butterflies weaving through
a bed of lush greens, their stalks so soft and 
wet we lick the dew of their joy.

the rain kisses the darkness from our eyes 
while we stitch a flower into every hole in our bodies, 
holes left by mother nature’s tears.

cities are wounded in the blight of war 
but there’s nothing more horrifying than
to be remembered as the name whose cadaver was rejected by vultures.

the wind, God’s delivery man, whispers of a home beyond the sky.
we listen with hungry ears and swallow his words & bury
them in the cave of our hearts

where other treasures lie safe from the sun’s eyes.
in the rain we teach our lips to sing the songs of freedom
and our wings flutter with excitement.
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WHEELS
Taylor Greene

What must happen when we are faced with the future?
History didn’t end,
         despite repetition,
                     despite cycles,
                                 how what happened,
                                             happens.
One day we pick up our tools,
         beat the plowshares into hatchets
One day we have our time turning the wheel,
         (I am tired of being broken upon it).
I have—
         in 1000 different dreams—
                     stood in the palace
                                 wondering at wealth beyond
                                             my understanding.
Marveling,
         how richly they live
Marveling,
         at how much they refuse us.
Take an ax to the palace door
remind them,
                     the taste of justice,
                                 can be steel cracking wood.
Take an ax to the breaking wheel
         to the cycle—
                     let us write our history.

CICADAS
Taylor Greene

These hills surround me like some great god’s mandible,
forgotten to the world
hopelessly trying to swallow me whole,
his teeth are choking on kudzu,
his throat is drowning in the creek that babbles
on around me as I lay in the current,
letting the cool water take me to someplace else
from this summer heat,
oppressively weighing down on me,
as the oaks
and poplars sway in the wind
whispering secrets to each other in a language
only this god remembers
and I hear every word,
every phoneme of leaf
against leaf
against branch,
and the creek babbles on around me
as salamanders find their way beneath my body
and minnows feast on the dead skin still clinging to me,
and the crawdads dig in the wet soil,
the birds sing ballads in the branches of the whispering trees.
 
The cicadas call out, looking for the moment of final intimacy.
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ON SABBATICAL,  
BY LHASA RIVER
Hayley Wu

hey can u take a look at this -

        we have found the spot by a river
        you read about many years ago.

               your bleached hair fades to white now
               and i squint at words, not signs.

                       on an ill advised walk we lose both 
                       the referent and our way back.
    
                                      i have no sense of place and you only
                                      vaguely know the area. that’s okay: 

                                      jiaqi and i write best in tandem and
                                      apart. i leave them thoughts half
 
                                      thought which they make into pools, 
                                      which we then let run into streams
     
                                      in the form of many questions.

                                      once we tried to write an article in parts and 
                                      ended up nowhere. i think it’s because

                                      in another life we met as root systems.
                                      i fungus, jiaqi tree, the world groundwater.
    
                              we like to reiterate and retrace our steps,
                              but only together and at the same time.

                       and our memory is as good as ever,
                       meaning: it leaks. drips. trickles.

                  still, we think and write the same way,
                  over and across, spirals which gather.
 
          we can’t stay, of course. but while 
          we’re here, say what comes to mind

- and tell me what u think?
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THAT IS, BEFORE  
IT’S ALL GONE
Madison Lazenby

Originally published in 2021 in EJ Takeaways, Theories, Reflections

“The history of life on earth has been the history of the interaction between 
living things and their surroundings.”
—Rachel Carson, Silent Spring

The snow you threw in my face,
finer than any powder, is our snow.
 
The wind that nearly picked you up
& carried you away from me
 
is our wind, even when it beats
on the window & I need to hold you
 
tighter. There are still more
stories I need to tell you
 
about the barren dogwood trees
& yellow-grassed lawns.
 
When I say I want
to take you home, I mean
 

that I want to take you sledding
down the best hill in the neighborhood,
 
tumble, laugh, our breath rising
as smoke, count our bruises,
 
& go down again.
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HOPELESS CURIOSITY
Madison Lazenby

Originally published in 2021 in EJ Takeaways, Theories, Reflections

“I call my morbid habit ‘pre-loss’…”
—Naomi Klein, This Changes Everything

When did you stop making plans?
Was it when you heard the news
about percentages & degrees
or after you realized that Christmas
at home doesn’t feel the same
only half as cold? When did you stop
wanting to be a parent?
When did you first conflate
raising someone to know right from wrong
with being selfish? Do you feel selfish?
Where do you want to escape to
when this all goes up in smoke?
Does that make you feel selfish?

REVOLUTION/ADORATION
Madison Lazenby

Originally published in 2021 in EJ Takeaways, Theories, Reflections

“We will need to make justice one of the most pleasurable experiences we 
can have.”
—adrienne maree brown, Emergent Strategy

I let the words slip out again like the cat through the back door:
I still feel selfish loving you. Not that I would ever think
about sharing you, to be clear. Not that I think I am not
smart enough, did not work hard enough to love someone like you.
Not that I did not fully endorse the complete upheaval to the mind
& senses that is being loved by you, that I did not raise
my fist in support as soon as I could. Not that I think
I could find any better way to adore you, or more time
in the day. Not that I really could have waited
any longer. Not that I really believe everything
I read anymore. I am too smart for that now. You
bring my words back to me, setting the cat on my lap. It does not bite,
though I wait to feel teeth on my knuckles, scarred & calloused
but no longer scabbed. Your head falls softly onto my shoulder.
I bury my nose in your hair—I do not ask you to take
a shower, though you could use one. Not that I hate the way
you smell when you are slick with sweat after hours
spent walking in the sun, doing the work. Not
that I hate how the scent of your deepest self—dry grass
& tree pollen & thick-watered lakes—I am thinking
of dandelions floating in the wind—sticks to your clothes or our bed
or me for the rest of the night. Not that I have never smelled worse
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& for longer. It’s not because I think I am holding you back, I say
into your hair, but that it still feels so odd to hold so much water
that it spills readily out of my hands when the world, it seems,
is running dry, we both think but do not say, for the last time.
As the cat purrs, settling deeper into my thighs,
you tell me that you like it when I am selfish & I feel teeth.

AFTER THE DUST SETTLES
Madison Lazenby

Originally published in 2021 in EJ Takeaways, Theories, Reflections

“To engage in prefigurative politics, then, is to intentionally shape our activ-
ities to manifest our vision.”
—Chris Dixon, Another Politics

After the dust settles—I say this because
I will be looking for you in the haze—I will still
love my comrades & protect my plants
& raise hopeful children
& speak up in meetings & take up space
& time—I say this because we will have
so much of it—& I will learn to do better
& fail & learn to do better & step away
& step in & step away & step in, in, in,
& I will listen & I will play games
& I will dance—I say this because
we will be alive & still kicking.
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MINYAN
jacob wolos

The section “how i dreamed to leave the light on” was originally published 
in 2022 in levatio.

         i
             blush
the orbit of a satellite
overhead and in the rear view mirror
in wet asphalt the road whistles the trees
chant the sky gleams open black and gold
redshift slowed to fever
embers deepen but the lumbering metropolis is only very slightly bruised
i sigh a prayer in vespered doubt
my god the people who are in and out
in and out of reason in and out of time
and slide it rolled into a bottle cold and lonely
to float along the hudson
down down to where my people lie
 
nocturne in a loft as in a cold bed
a dam unto the ocean
wading softly you and i
adrift toward nigh though these patchwork clothes are often heavy
the crag explodes as scarlet jettied undergrowth blushes forth to sound  
 the whisper
savor these bursting moments of the dawn for god and god alone

fever
forgotten gods alone

it is reasonable to wonder if the winds will ever cease
huddled down against walls that tap the drops of rain
cascading bullet-like from heaven horizontal
the memory of light becomes us shaken walls
and churned up brine and mustard seeds
these mustard seeds that wrinkle small
and bloom eternal without being asked or told
or a metaphor for something new or old or you or me
a prophecy in all its faulty humanness
not exactly untrue
the oracle solely huffs the smoke as if to smolder it
not exactly unruly
rather a smoke made too often of bare truncated moments
caught by rays of black and gold suspended in the muntin
when the leaves were still

smoke
when the leaves are still on the ground
and instead of frolic we shuddered shamble
shuffle amble saunter in a circle all about time
to wake the night with pulled tight membranes thrummed
and show the sun back into ruly orbit
 
that pinch of time-sick breeze that weaves through down and skins
to ashen dais in the long nights and the weird dawns and the yawing  
 of the world
the furling of our days as we accept our fate
the slowing umbral knowing in our bones
chalky white and strong not broken charcoal
resting in the soot of a feast to celebrate the solstice
still meandering for now
still thrummed against our pulled-tight membranes
as the tilt shifts ever slightly in our favor
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          ii
     the great conjunction
i have never taken lightly the toil of a shoreline
fertilized filter-fed and shallowed fine
between molars breathed to life by the pale ghost in the night sky
unflinching eyes unceremoniously calling forth the blood
no heed to the warning of the sun
 
i have treaded with delight on that silt of broken bones
the art of moving forward the ground beneath my feet
wiggling my toes in rebellion to the beat of the open ocean
the act of living sacrifice the moment that we meet each other’s gaze in synodic turn
 
just two
just two and the white out setting of the shortest day
just you and you and me and me and us
and for one moment the edges of all
people empty vases praying visages sharing contours
a marriage in stillness
nearer than we’ve ever come before to unfolding
and for one moment my gaussian lines
a dance of living fire
all’s voices in the surf
thundering out from the stretched-wide mouth of the bay
as if to say
we’ ll not go in alone again
 
peering is the moon so gray as the longest night tries to remember  
 when to begin
the way the sun won’t settle into sleep without a song
the way jupiter and saturn and you and i
huddle close
blankets wrapped and steaming soup and quietude
atop our muted nest
our innocence to witness the end
these are the new slow ways

lain in wait
snowflakes out of focus singe the astrolabe
hovering on bristled skin they do not melt
the soot of others vernix for the new slow ways
they float alone
pedesis
the wonder of uncertainty gone
 
capricornus spinning out of form
epoch-bound and dizzy
soot settles on the beds that litter main street
all undone and bent
bowing in remembrance to gravity
steel and cloth the curves of bodies lain in wait
i am
spinning out of form
epoch-bound and dizzy
soot
 
the faucet drips to pass the time
motel clergy stain the walls and we the congregation fall
gently into sleep to the coming and going of headlights
the coupling and groaning of trysts on an unlit stretch of highway
beneath another highway
aqueducts overflown
the scrawled ink signature of believing we are greater than we are
epoch-bound
the faucet flows and takes the dreaming
what froths in reverence for the rest to flee the stagnant
slow death cigarette yellowed wallpaper peeling back the uterus to reveal  
 just how often now we cough and a thought lights within us
moldy laughter from customers born a town away
who stayed and married young and found no love
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and traded fun for the ecstasy of knowing their own name
etched and framed
a plot of land awaiting fetus-shaped decay
a softwood box
a stone to slowly fortify the grin
a sick but supple remnant of a different us and a different them
when snow was snow and soot was soot
and the faucet was no way to measure the sovereignty of a cough
 
bloom beset by bones
so long between so long
the foundation grown around us
once a fontanelle now tall and firm forgetting
drip
the glass to break against the pall
the hoar to crawl amidst thick bark ripping at our walls
arabesque unsteady
bloom beset by bones
and readily
the shell that cracks
the we that slip into the bosom of unknowing
torn in cold cold water
turned over turn into ourself
as barnacles siphon as lone geese beacon as softwood boxes splinter eaten as  
 tendons lengthen as
muscles weave and tighten around bones of consequential variability
valent moments caressing oddities
memories of feeling the lines that grace our hands
celestial bodies we
single points misshapen by before and everything after the end

        iii
    ghost stories
under balanced sun
 

we brought you to our forest
home we peeled our skins and sealed our mourning in a long-forgotten vessel
for just as long as it took to weigh night against day
 
we told ghost stories to the trees
those old trees that heard and will always hear the shattering of plates as the  
 falling of their leaves
we told our stories to the trees
 
we stood on pools of shadow
i took a photograph and we learned that ecstasy can look a lot like sorrow
a smudge of moment overexposed by blossoms that crack through paper  
 minnows and frost
 
we now three we gathered to her
three and one
three kneeled over one on the ground
bones from long ago porcelain in the sunlight
she taught us scrying and we
we wondered if she would mind
or if she would feel purpose
or anything at all
if we would recognize ourself
we now four now one
we told ghost stories to our future
shattered plates among her memory
 
you organized ribs into rivers on a map
as you do
abandoned in the dust of winter
to carve the way across foundation and sacrifice their kin
to kiss an edge of a quiet forest where three mourning one become a gift
 
we stood together alone
a long-forgotten vessel
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how i dreamed to leave the light on
softly awake i recall the hum of touch and the chasm of its absence
the regularity of orbit
we’re born alone and we die alone
bookended there is only we
we as in you as in me
we as in the great conjunction can only be seen from earth
yet still we’ve chosen to give it a name
 
how i dreamed to leave the light on then and still now find
i must take down coats the stature of a person presiding
over dark and empty room at three in the morning lest i be reminded of you
you as in the word itself
you who loved me
you who argued with me
you who left me
to grow up alongside the absence of a hum
 
the anticipation of warmth precedes us and now
i leave the windows open through the night awaiting an annunciation
wordlessly the arrival of a billowed curtain
yet somehow there is no fear
 
i as in i have been learning

aggregate
a singular cicada sings to match the sound of solitary tradition
it’s been so long so long so long so long so long so long since i’ve touched another’s skin
i shave my head to herald the longest day
kaddish with the remnants spread across my bathroom floor

i bring you to our forest
you take a photograph and
you understand the importance of this place this time
you understand the importance of patience
you’ve shattered plates and screamed alone with god

and god has listened
you’ve knelt beside and placed our stones
and in that way
i have listened

a singular cicada sings and we will listen

         iv
 exuberance
roots wrap spoons weave rusted edges undone and bent
visage of a panopticon drawn in the dirt blown to dust by a child’s laughter
the people’s prayer bestowing
 
roots wrap rubble to dig into ground to spring into sky
spoons emanant rent and warped
the rush of something pulled from nothing
longing to tithe
in and out of reason in and out of time
tug tenderly toward a distant attractor
steel on steel spark
objection to the old slow ways
 
steadily a clattering climbs the nadir
shining asperatus forged in the belly of the sun
in praise of what it’s chosen to become
in honor of itself
in nascence
innocence forged in the minds upon the earth
in slivers in seconds in acts of selflessness
in praise of what we’ve chosen to become
readily a murmuration of exuberance
 
ourselves again
migration like a magnet
shoaling spoons in reverie
collecting
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collecting
collecting
 
the machine an end to folly
bears witness to a people behind glass behind concrete behind red tape behind
a drainage forest blushing fever into tire fires over a skyline at dusk
and how the simulacra stop to capture its beauty and forget their
hovels of loss stifled midnight concessions dawning into juxtaposed corners  
 of the street to support
the ascension of slaughterhouses atop the carcasses of slaughterhouses atop  
 the filth of loneliness
 
the machine an end to folly
chatters in cacophony
steel on steel recalling feeding supporting
calling out calling to calling for us all and
enshrouding
enshrouding
enshrouding
 
now it is here
within and without alike
and it wails
and it writhes above our ziggurats whispered against the heavens  
 of our preconception
and it reflects the sun off every twisted edge
and we are made blind made to see each other as we are
ourselves again
 
i saw the moons of jupiter and wept
i wrote a letter to bury in the sand in the wood in your skin
no wanderer would lead me to where you lost yourself so
 
i wrote a letter to bury myself
enveloped up to my mouth

to sigh away and into harvestmen skitter across the fungal networks 
dormant in your fields
i am needed here they say so
i will sigh myself awake to wander home alone
 
they say a letter has no meaning when pressed against the darkness of the sky
but one can try and poke a hole through ink and hope and memory
to glimpse a single point misshapen by itself
one can try
 
i heard the language of the dawn in slumbered stones and mourned the  
 coldness of our sorrow
i will carry it home to the sand to the wood to my skin
to where i saw the moons of jupiter and wept
for to all who lived and all who love they remain a minyan
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I cannot sleep. It’s not the hard floor pressing against me through my sleep-
ing mat, nor my clothes folded into a lumpy pillow that barely supports my 
head. It’s not the stuffy air of the poorly ventilated basement of the Vvebdyr 
102 squat where the overflow of comrades have packed themselves, nor even 
their wheezing and snoring. These things never bothered me; I can fall asleep 
near anywhere. No, it’s that instead of peacefully drifting softly in and out 
of sleep, I’m held awake by images of tomorrow’s all but certain violence, and 
with bone-deep dismay I want nothing more than to be somewhere far away, 
somewhere with wide-open spaces and nothing to do.

I didn’t even want to come to Komosòla. I’d seen their call for support, 
and treated it like duty to answer it, gathered a small crew and convinced 
them to come with me. I was adrift in the scene back at home and hoped that 
a little trip, something new, would give me direction or purpose. But after 
last night’s final planning meeting, the reality was setting in that things were 
hardly any different here than they were back in Irga-Lan.

I’d been the first to come down to the basement and unroll my mat, and for 
all the silence I couldn’t drift off. The plan is as it always was, give or take a few 
specifics like the where and the when. Leyland Jamellor’s expected last day in 
court is tomorrow, and his lunks were all coming out for support. Counter-pro-
tests against them were scheduled by the moderates, and the radicals were out 
to decry the non-existence of justice regardless of what the verdict would be. 
The Civil Guard had already fortified midtown to maintain control over every-
one, so we’d have yet another three-way street fight with moderates as some sort 
of buffer and distraction. Once more, round and round.
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And so my mind spiraled around the inevitability of the day’s events. 
Yet another day where we gathered in some scattered blocs to try to break 
through the barricades and show our rage. Another day where we’d get beat 
back, and get in scraps with the lunks, where we’d chase them though the 
streets and they’d chase us. Some windows would get smashed, some faces 
bloodied, some scores of us arrested. For what though? They’d be back anoth-
er weekend, in another city, and the State would continue chugging along.

I’d left my mobile back in my flat, not just to save me from traceability, 
but from the distraction. The comrades who didn’t come were organizing a 
picnic for the de-housed with homemade meals and a live polka act. A few 
less-political friends had invited me to the opening of a TruModern exhibi-
tion at the Desvarli Gallery. I didn’t want to see their photos or hear about 
their shared sweet moments, not until I got back at least. And here I was, my 
anxiety burning a hole in my stomach, my hopelessness eating at me, so I 
could race into the maw of some horrible beast not with the hope of anything 
resembling victory, but only of avoiding categorical defeat.

I’d tossed and turned to these thoughts as the others packed the room and 
then themselves drifted off, leaving me alone again. A few hours of patchwork 
sleep was all I’d managed, and now tired but wide awake, I’ve given in and 
am starting my day.

I pull on my sweater, slip on my pants, and take my boots in hand. Light 
from the thin window into courtyard guides me as I tiptoe my way though 
the maze of bags, mats, and bodies to the door at the far end of the room. No 
one stirs. I’m the only unrestful one today. I turn the handle and pull. The 
worn wooden door creaks slightly as I squeeze out and climb the stairs.

The interior courtyard of the V. 102 squat is quiet as I sit on the top step and 
stick my feet into my boots, tucking the laces in after them, then stand to take in 
the morning. It’s cold, and the sky above me is cloudy, glowing with the dim amber 
of the reflected lights of Komosòla. The murals on the walls look faded and aged in 
the dull light of the lamps above the doorways. No surprise that they’ve changed 
since I was last here, but my favorite remains: two kittens sleeping against each oth-
er in the cracked civi helmet with the words “One Day” scrawled above it.

Voices come from the entryway, and I walk past the barricades of shat-
tered concrete to find some company. One comrade sits on a stool and leans 
against the wall. Another twirls a truncheon almost absent-mindedly. They 
stop talking as I approach and look me over.

I nod to greet them. “Mel. She/her.”
The one one the stool nods back. “Syl. He/him.”
The one with the truncheon follows. “Petra. They/she. Couldn’t sleep?”
“No, not really. Just not at all looking forward to tomorrow.”
“Same. Why do you think we took up guard duty? People call it selfless, 

like we’re forgoing the ‘fun’ or a riot, but honestly I’m not about to walk into 
another kettle just to say I did something.”

Syl shakes his head. “Same shit every time.”
I sit on one one of the stools. “Yeah. I hardly know why I’m here.”
“The feeling of obligation?”
“Something like that. On one hand, I get that people need to show up, but 

fuck I just do not want to. I don’t want to huff and puff, rally the comrades, 
then get crushed again.”

My words hang in the air. Petra continues to twirl their truncheon.
“I was born here, in V. 102,” Syl starts. “I’ve been doing this for decades. 

Now we’re the last squat in the city. Decades of work, and nothing to show 
for it. Maybe we slowed some things or planted some seeds of doubt. Maybe 
we’re destined to lose, but I can’t quit the struggle either. This awful, beauti-
ful place is my home.”

“Doesn’t that make you sad?”
“All the time, but I’m used to it. And we grind along.”
I look over at Petra. “Do you live here too?”
“In Komosòla yeah, but not V. 102. I’m here to keep him company before 

I start an early shift at work. I live just a bit down the way.”
“And what do you think tomorrow is going to be like?”
“Um, well. Not good. People really want to make it some show of force, 

but they make the same mistake for every action. The younger ones don’t 
know any other strategies, and the older ones think this works the same as it 
did 30 years ago. They treat it like some old-timey field battle where two sides 
square off then charge each other. It’s the only thing we know, and it never 
gets any better.”

“Does it work though? Sometimes it works back home.”
Petra shrugs. “Depends on what you mean by work. It keeps the civis on edge, 

and the lunks are always spooked when we show up in all black, but I think it’s a 
less powerful deterrent than we think. Other means, yeah. Those keep them held 
back. But we’re not the specter we used to be, and they’re getting bolder.”
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My heart is dropping. I’m running into exactly disarray I wanted to avoid, 
to have one of the legendary Komosòlian riots. I can feel tears welling up be-
hind my eyes, soon to break through and roll down my face. Can I do some-
thing, anything to make today a success, even just to distract myself from the 
inevitabilities? I’m awake, I’m here. I can take some action.

“Is… is there anything I can do to help for today?”
Syl scratches his chin. “The party favors have already been dropped off 

around the city. V. 102 is already boarded up. I dunno.”
“There’s not much left to do,” Petra starts, “but if you really want something 

to do, you could help prep breakfast. Do you know where the big kitchen is?”
I shake my head.
“C’mon, I’ll show you.”

***

The kitchen was large enough for a dozen cooks, but it’s just me and Arni. 
To his left are tubs of fresh eifra root, to his right tubs of peeled eifra root. He 
takes one, works the peeler along its length, rotates it, and continues. When 
done, he toss it in to the tub and reaches for the next. It’s perfectly rhythmic, 
calming even.

“He’s friendly. Don’t worry,” Petra’d whispered to me at the door. And so 
he was. Arni had grabbed me a chair and a peeler without any questioning of 
whether I knew what I was doing, didn’t watch me or make any comments. 
We sat in silence at first, peeling away.

“You can’t sleep either?” I ask.
“No, I got up early for this.”
This surprises me. “And no one is here to help you?”
“You are. Others might come later.”
I look at the tubs full of eifra, surely enough to feed the whole building. 

“It’s kinda a lot to do though.”
“Yup.”
It’s not much of an answer.
“But don’t you wish there was help?”
“Sure, but there’s not, so I do it alone. Ah, sorry. I mean with you, but 

often alone. Thanks, by the way.”
“It’s nothing. Why don’t you ask for more help?”

“I do. Sometimes people help, sometimes they don’t. I don’t want to nag.”
“What if you don’t do it?”
“Then it doesn’t get done, or it gets done late or too few so not everyone 

gets breakfast.”
“That’s shitty.”
“Yeah, but you know the saying. ‘Build the world you wish to live in.’ So 

here we are.”
He’s not wrong. It guess it’s what brought me to Komosòla in the first 

place. I don’t want to live in a world where Leyland walks freely into the sun-
shine or where his lunks stomp through the town in a fit of rage. Maybe it’s 
enough to find duty to do this sort of work.

“Do you like it at least?”
“No. Not really. It simply has to get done, so I do it.”
“Oh. I mean is it fulfilling?”
“I… also no, not really.”
“What would be?”
He pauses for the first time since we sat down.
“Going for the big questions this morning, eh?”
“Sorry. It’s kinda on my mind at the moment.”
He resumes peeling. “I don’t know what I’d find fulfilling. Once I moved 

in here, I quit my job. I said ‘fuck work’ and planned to do nothing. Turns 
out, being revolutionary is work too. Chores in the flat, communal work for 
the squat, org building out on the streets. There’s always work to be done.”

It’s exactly what this feels like. There’s some moral element, some sense of 
solidarity behind it, but this feels like some sort of business trip. I took the 
work I do at home and traveled across the country to do more of the same. It 
was stupid to think that I’d somehow escape the rut I’d dug myself in back in 
Irga-Lan just by coming here.

I toss the eifra into the tub. “I hate it.”
“Eifra?”
I laugh. “No, work. Revolutionary work. Like right now, peeling these.”
“Then don’t do it.”
“Would it bother you if I stopped?”
“A bit, but you’re gonna do what you’re gonna do, and I can’t stop that.”
“What if I stopped being revolutionary? Is that, like… wrong?”
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“Look, new-face. Mel, yeah? I don’t know. You gotta figure that one out 
for yourself. But also probably yes. You want the change, you gotta do the 
shit, and doing the shit fuckin’ sucks.”

I pick up another eifra root and start peeling it. I’m awake, and it’s some-
thing to do. I might as well do the work so my time doesn’t feel totally wasted.

***

I slouch on a wooden bench, wrapped in a blanket with a tin of wild tea in my 
hand. Across the courtyard, Arni and few others ladle eifra porridge from large 
pots into bowls and hand them out to the waking comrades. It’s a sea of black 
jackets, black pants, and black boots held in by the colorful walls of Vvebdyr 102. 
Thin, low clouds that almost but not entirely blot out the sky roll over us.

I’m teetering on the edge of giving in to my desires to fuck off away from 
away from revolutionary work. There’s parks and cafes calling out to me. I 
could head to the outskirts of town, dress down and look more normal for the 
day. Blending into the crowd, hiding from the woes could be so easy. Twelve 
hours to myself could be a small vacation, if I could manage to forget what 
I’m shirking or somehow avoid the shame of having to tell my comrades that 
I’m bailing on them. Indecisive, I swirl the tea and watch the few leaves dance 
about the bottom of the tin.

I could push through these feelings too. I could show up, try to get wild 
with the crew and make a mess. In some future, as I’m old and dying slow, 
maybe young and dying fast, maybe locked in a cell with only the thoughts of 
my days of freedom to keep me company, I don’t want to feel like I didn’t do 
enough. I don’t want my time to feel wasted, like I could have made a change, 
bettered the world, and instead I flopped down and gave up. The thoughts 
that I could have done more, been better, would torture me, and I need to do 
what I can to avert them.

I don’t know, I don’t know.
The sudden motion of Foot bounding up the basement steps, dressed only 

in his skivvies, breaks my thoughts. He is a ridiculous creature, and the crowd 
chuckles as it parts for him. He waves at me with a big smile as he walks over, 
and I grin a bit and wave back. The bench rocks as he heaves himself onto it 
beside me.

“Mel, how goes it?”

“Eh, so-so. Been up since before dawn. And you?”
“Not too bad. Got a solid seven, and I’m ready to go.”
“Where’re the others?”
“Awake but still bundled up and jabbering down there. They’ll be up
soon, I expect.”
He leans back and stretches, then drums his hands on his belly.
“So Mel, what’s go you ‘so-so’ feelin’? Wait? Have you eaten yet?”
“No, not yet. I’m not—”
“Hush hush.”
“Foot, hold—”
But he’s already up and moving.
He’s right. He knows he’s right. He knows I know he’s right. And he 

knows that if he ever crossed a line, I could tell him off and get a genuine 
apology. I do appreciate him for this, his ability to pierce through my mud-
dled thoughts and know what I want or need. All the same, when his last joy-
friend had dumped him, it was I who against his protest was showing up with 
baked long beans and helping him clean his flat. I guess it goes both ways.

Foot returns with two bowls heaped with porridge and sits down again. 
He hands me one, and I lean over and press my forehead to his cheek.

“Thanks,” I say as he shovels porridge into his mouth.
“So… ”
“I’m just not feelin’ it today, or haven’t been for a while. Y’know, just don’t 

want to be here, don’t want to be anywhere, don’t want to be doing any of this?”
“Mhmm. I know the feeling. You lost the path?”
“More like lost the flame. I can see where where we’re supposed to go, but 

just lost the will keep at it. It’s not enjoyable, just work.”
He puts down his porridge and turns to face me. “What you’re calling 

work versus play is only a divide in your head. A child stacks blocks to build 
a fort, and we stack bricks to build barricades. They bake pretend cakes and 
serve imaginary tea to their dolls, and we bake bread and serve tea to our 
neighbors. But what’s the difference?”

“There’s consequences to the latter. We can get shot and imprisoned, or if 
we fail others go hungry.”

“We might get shot or imprisoned anyway, and if it weren’t for us they 
might go hungry.”
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I scowl. “That’s not very motivating. ‘Oh, no matter what you do, you’re 
going to prison and people will starve.’”

“Maybe!”
“Foot.”
“What? I’m just calling it how it is. Maybe things are bad, terrible even. 

Maybe they’re going to get worse. But today I can join a writhing mass of 
pure anarchy, scream, and throw cobblestones at cops, and…” He whistles. 
“That’s gonna feel so good.”

“What if it changes nothing? Or if someone’s camera will snitch on you 
and you get busted?”

“It might, but that’s another problem for another day.”
I scoop porridge into my mouth and wash it down with the last of the wild 

tea. Foot continues. “What do you want to do today?”
“Leave. Go find a park to lay in where I can forget everything.”
“You could do that. Do you think you’ll be able to forget?”
“No…”
“Mhmm. Well. You could do that. You could also join us, and we can give 

you the best riot ever?”
“You can’t promise that.”
“I can’t promise anything. But humor me for a sec. What does your rage desire?”
I ponder.
“I want to smash windows, steal shit, burn a patrol car, break a civi’s face. 

I want to find Leyland and his lunks and beat them bloody, piss on their 
unconscious bodies.”

“Ayy, now that’s what I’m talking about. So what’s stopping you?”
“It won’t change anything, and I’ll just go to prison.”
He doesn’t reply, just sits there looking contemplative. Suddenly, he howls 

and the whole courtyard turns to look at him.
“Stop it,” I say as I give him a shove.
“No.” And he howls again. “I’m not stopping until you join.”
“Foot, you idiot.”
He howls again then says “Just one, just a baby howl.”
I croak out out a yelp.
“That ain’t gonna cut it. Gimme an earnest one.”
Everyone is staring now. I want to pull my the blanket over my head and 

melt into the ground, but Foot is stubborn enough to keep going for minutes 
unless I commit and do it. I clear my through and howl with him. My voice 
mixes with him and bounces off the courtyard walls. It fills the air, fills my 
body. When we stop, Foot claps his hands before leaning back.

“Feel better?” he asks.
“No.”
“Are you sure?”
“I dunno. Maybe a bit.”
“It seems like for just a moment there you were free of the judgement of 

others, that maybe you threw all those worries out and just… acted.”
“Seems like you made me do that more than I chose to do it.”
“If we were alone and you were excited about smashing windows, you’d 

have howled with me straight away, no?”
“Probably.”
He raises his eyebrows, expecting me to continue.
“And if there wasn’t the threat of prison, I’d throw stones and fight civis.”
“Yes, but more that part of being free is acting outside of the bounds of 

action and expected consequence.”
“And you think today I should say ‘fuck it’ and get wild.”
He spreads his arms. “That’s why we’re here.”
I came hoping to find a riot that would uplift my spirits, to find a moment 

where there would be so much rage I could rise up and join it. I could hide in 
it, be free of consequences. They can’t arrest all of us.

But that would be waiting for someone else to start the riot and me to join. 
I have to be the riot. I have to make the joy of action I wish to find. It’s not 
duty or work or obligation. It’s my desire to be free. My mood is still sour, and 
it won’t turn any time soon, but at least I know I want to join the crew today.

“Alright, Foot. Let’s have the best riot ever.”
Squashed in the middle of the bloc, I pull on the unknown comrades in 

front of me as they pull on the temporary fences. I can feel Foot’s hand on my 
belt pulling me. Together, we are one force.

***

The first stun grenades explode on the edges of the bloc, but we are not 
deterred. The fence starts to tip over, and the bloc heaves itself back as a few 
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jump up to wrench it low enough for us to climb over. It bows the adjacent 
sections along with it, and the civis who were trying to counterweight it are 
flung forward as it falls down. The bloc lurches at them as the next line of 
civis tries to drag their squatmates away from us. We pour over the fence into 
their flailing truncheons and overwhelm them.

The maneuver works. Breaking through an office building gets some hun-
dred of us close enough to the fence to give the dozen of them no warning 
for our attack. The plaza around the Magistrate’s Hall is large, and we are 
far from the main counter-protest. We have maybe a minute of fun before we 
have to run off.

We outnumber them enough that we can pin them, and comrades start 
tearing away their truncheons and sidearms. They didn’t expect us, they’re 
too green to have drawn and fired at us. The fools. And now we have them.

A civi is held down a few comrades, the visor of her helmet still pulled 
down. I pull it back. I can see her eyeliner, still immaculate. Her mascara still 
holds her lashes in elegant swoops. A sellout to the patriarchy. I stomp on her 
face once, bloodying her nose. Twice, bloodying her mouth. Again and again 
until she goes limp. I rip her helmet off an cast it aside, pull off her radio and 
slam it to the ground. A comrade pulls her personal mobile from her vest 
pocket and chucks it away.

Foot is screaming for us to move, and the bloc begins to scatter and retreat. 
Across the plaza, a wall of civis runs toward us. It’s too late. We have wrecked 
them, ruined them. Their vans are flipped, and one is starting to burn.

As we run down the avenue, comrades with bump-spikes shatter windows. 
The streets are empty. They are ours. We move quickly, fluidly, onto the next 
target. For now, for just a moment, we have tasted the joy of liberation, and 
we will not—I will not—be satisfied until we can feast upon it.

JOHN BALL’S DREAMS,  
REALIZED AT LAST
Orobas

The crowds had been quite large in the days before, but tonight, they were 
massive. A sea of people flooded the streets, from one block to another. You 
had to shove your way through four streets of people to get this close to the 
barricades outside the city’s Administrative House.

Facing the sea of Bristolians, at the ready behind the barricades, was a 
veritable army of Public Security forces. Men and women clad in pitch black 
body armor and helmets, anti-ballistic masks shielding their faces. Surround-
ing them were armored personnel carriers tall enough to cover the first storeys 
of all the buildings. At the center was a Plowman, eight Public Securities 
standing before the gargantuan wall attached to it, the defensive vehicle’s sin-
gle operator visible in the cabin above. Around the human Public Securities 
were the two meter tall Homini and gun-mounted Canid robots, ready to 
shoot down or maim anyone here faster than any of the human Public Secu-
rities possibly could. Dozens of drones hover above, and further above them 
are several PubSec and British Self Defense helicopters.

You’ll never stop finding it crude that the British government decided to 
name the Plowman that. Taking the name of Langland’s creation, which in-
spired the revolutionaries of 1381, and using it for something to keep the people 
in check. A tool of intimidation, a mocking symbol of hopelessness.

Except now, the people aren’t so cowed. In the previous few demonstra-
tions, the people had been dispersed, many of them easily arrested. Many of 
them had disappeared afterwards. Certainly, they’d tried to fight back, but 
they weren’t ready, not yet. The only fighting they’d really done were such ac-
tions as server farm bombings and arsons against VR rec rooms. From every 
experience, however, they had learned. You can tell from the masses tonight, 
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you can feel it in the energy all around you. Tonight, they won’t back down. 
Tonight, whatever happens, they will let the state know how they really feel, 
they will make sure their voices are heard and that they won’t be drowned out 
by the noise of the government’s (mis)information.

“Oi, you made it here!” a voice calls out to you. Turning around, you’re 
greeted by one of your apartment neighbors, Harry Godwin. He’s a man 
of twenty-six years, just a couple years younger than you. Harry’s a known 
member of the Communist Party, something that’s gotten him into trouble 
with the PubSec, though not enough to get him disappeared due to the gov-
ernment’s toleration of the useless Party and its activities. Harry’s right eye 
is somewhat lopsided, and beneath both of them are thick scars. The middle 
of his bottom lip is irreparably split apart, while the front left of his head re-
mains barren of hair, the wounds still visible from when it had all been ripped 
out and burned.

“The whole Party here?” you ask Harry.
“Yes, many of the members, if I do say so myself,” he answers you. “Though 

not really, either! We’re all here on our own, even the Party heads. Everyone’s 
just out here protesting like everyone else, nobody’s really given any of us any 
orders or such.”

“So it’s come to that, then?” you say. “Party’s basically just become one 
with the masses?”

“That’s what it looks like! Some of us came with the red flags and banners, 
but nobody seemed to care much for it, and their slogans were all getting 
drowned out by everyone else. So they just dropped it and decided to start 
demanding the same as everyone else.”

The same thing, of course, being nothing less than the utter destruction 
of the British state. The bombings, arsons, assassinations, and hackings in the 
past few months had quite simply made every other tactic and demand utter-
ly irrelevant. Marches, slogans, and readings from dusty books written one 
hundred fifty years ago had already been meaningless before, but now, they 
were history. The Party’s goal of seizing state power, already laughably out of 
date as they were in a society that had already transitioned from capitalism to 
something far worse, that now lacked both a monarchy and a parliament, was 
now but a hollow memory.

Here you are, now, in a furious crowd that packs the streets of Bristol, 

facing the Public Securities directly; if not as equals, then as a force willing 
to annihilate that gap entirely.

On the PubSec forces’ left, there is a Hologram Loudspeaker, the digital 
image of the generic PubSec enforcer stating, in a flat mechanical tone, “You 
have twenty minutes to disperse before force becomes necessary.” You can barely 
hear it, though, over the wave of shouting that’s coming from the masses.

Looking behind you, you see another flatmate of yours making his way 
through the crowd. Robert Warren is a man in his mid-fifties, his hair a gray 
buzzcut and a heavy build to complement his broad shoulders and one-point-
nine meter height. Robert had always been something of a bored man; when-
ever you’ve seen him passing by, his steps have been plodding, and his face has 
always been wrought with a mix of anxiety and resignation. Every time you’ve 
seen him at the cinemas or rec rooms, the man’s always looked like he’s simply 
been going through the motions, spending his welfare simply so the authorities 
wouldn’t become suspicious.

Tonight, there seems to be life in his face. For the first time ever, you 
see Robert smiling. There’s light in his eyes, and it’s not just because they’re 
reflecting the advertisements nearby or the PubSec searchlights. Indeed, the 
whole gathering has a certain celebratory quality to it, an atmosphere that 
reminds you of a party as much as it does a general uprising.

“You mates, you’ve seen the videos, eh?” Robert asks the two of you. “Bloody 
hell, when someone first sent me the video of what’s going on in Douglas, 
couldn’t believe my eyes! Or my ears! Holy G-d, they’re blasting something 
other than English where the ads should be! They’re putting up that flag after 
they cut down the British flag! Now that’s really something, eh?”

“Now you ask me, I’m most surprised they got that shite down in the first 
place!” Harry says. “Blimey, they got the whole Internet opened right up! No 
more blocked sites or searches. And even the cameras, the mics! Why, I saw a 
couple, one of them was real flabby and the other was micro; and I saw them 
not just in the window, but with the window open! And you could hear them 
talking about how they actually enjoyed each other, not like the cinemas 
where they’re just jokes! Was just utterly amazing!”

“Yeah, they got the whole system torn down,” you say, nodding along to 
every word the two say. “Got a text from my sister, sending me a video of 
some right cunt in Douglas gibbering away at a pubbie, while walloping the 
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bastard! Poor prat, almost felt sorry for him. And then, then a whole load of 
others ran in, and helped ‘em beat the knob head to death!”

“So what happened then?!” Harry asks, clearly bristling with anticipation and 
excitement. “Surely, they couldn’t just ignore one dead parasite in the streets, no?”

“What happened?” you repeat with a slight chuckle, relishing the memory. 
“Well they called in a bunch of others, right? But they got their hands on the 
weapons from the first one’s car, and they didn’t waste any time when the 
whole swarm appeared! Went right for the attack, firing guns and throwing 
fire bombs, sending bricks through their car windows and dragging ‘em out! 
Just grabbing their batons, and breaking them over their heads!”

“You have fifteen minutes to disperse before force becomes necessary.”
As you’re speaking, you look around at the crowd. Someone who looks like 

a woman is screaming, screaming that ae’s beyond the state’s “dual bullshit.” 
Ae’s screaming at the top of his lungs, screaming that ae’s going to show them 
aers xeninity even as they stand before the firing squad . Knowing this place, 
you understand that none of this must be explained. What really surprises 
you is that no one around aer, around any of you, seems to be noticing it at 
all. Everyone is simply looking at each other, or directly at the Public Securi-
ties straight ahead. 

“It’s all been let out of the box,” Robert claims. “If the transgender folk can 
come out and show themselves, that’s got to mean this whole thing’s gonna come 
crashing down. Once they’re not scared of disappearing anymore, it’s over for 
these blokes, ’cause there’s no way these people will go back to being scared.”

“I bloody well hope you’re right,” Harry says. “Either we break or they do! 
No way I’m going back to whispering in my own fucking home, after being 
out here now!”

“A decent enough sentiment,” you muse. “Now let’s just hope no snakes in 
the grass try to make it another betrayal! Like the revolutions here in Britain, 
fifty years ago!”

“Oh come off it!” Harry snarls. “The Party’s practically indistinguishable 
from any of us, at this point! They dropped the whole act once they saw how 
everyone was moving beyond and without them.”

“Aye, but she still has a point!” Robert says. “Every time there’s been a real 
uprising, no matter where, it got stabbed in the back! And what happened to 
people like us? Well, we just became a new type of servant, now didn’t we? 
Even the communes still have to share this world with us!”

From the Administrative House, suddenly, a terrible shriek emerg-
es. Looking up, you pinpoint the source of the screaming to one of the 
highest storeys in the House. It’s from the same spot where the shattered 
window is, the original cause of all this activity tonight. Everyone in the 
crowd, in fact, stops and looks to where the shrieking is coming from. 
Even the PubSecs are drawn to it, the banging of batons on shields dying 
out completely.

And truly, it’s a terrifying sound. You don’t think you’ve ever heard such 
an anguished noise in your life. It’s filled with the most awful pain imagina-
ble, and then some, and it only grows worse as it goes on. Slowly, it becomes 
less and less human, almost as if the one screaming were doing so as a result 
of morphing into something else.

Within a minute, the shrieking becomes more akin to retching. Everyone’s 
gaze remains glued to the shattered window, just as something resembling a 
human form falls out. All around you, the people gasp, as it becomes clearer 
that the form is a man’s skeleton. The flesh seems to melt away as the body 
falls, its gray suit coming apart and raining blood onto the PubSecs below. 
Falling to the ground, the remains leave your sight, and probably everyone 
else’s as an incredible cloud of viscera erupts from within the PubSec lines, 
coating a number of them in human gore.

The crowd of people erupts into cheers at that, clapping and howling at 
the mess made in the Public Securities’ midst. You join them all, not stopping 
for even a second to think about it or the horrific sight you’d all just seen. It’s 
as if this gathering, this collection of the once-powerless consumtariat, has 
turned into a single organism, a Behemoth against this seemingly immortal 
Leviathan. Perhaps you’re cheering this death all as one, because you under-
stand now, that you can deal out such a fate yourselves.

“You have one minute to disperse before force–”
The crowd’s cheering dies down the moment someone begins shouting. 

Their voice is so far ahead in the front, yet they’re clear as a bell. So full  
of rage and urgency is their voice, they’re able to shut up an entire mob span-
ning several blocks. You have to stand on the tips of your toes to try and see 
what’s going on, and even then, you can’t make out what the person’s saying.

Nonetheless, their voice seems to have commanded everyone else to stop 
and pay attention. It’s a masculine voice, shouting at the PubSec forces. The 
figure stands directly opposite from them, almost touching the barricades 
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from what you’re able to see. He and the PubSecs are shouting at each other, 
a direct and one-on-one confrontation.

You see a movement among them. Because of your precarious position and 
distance, you’re unable to fully make out what it is, until you realize that his 
right arm seems to have become greatly truncated. Slowly, ever so slowly, it 
begins to reemerge at a snail’s pace.

My G-d, he can’t be serious, you wonder with horror as the realization 
dawns on you. He’s not really trying to pull something on ‘em, is he—

The flashes of light greet your senses before the sound of shooting itself 
does. The whole crowd seems to take a step back, yourself nearly falling as the 
shock of it forces you off balance. Indeed, at first, everyone simply seems to 
be shocked. Even as blood visibly erupts from the man, it’s as if you’re all just 
watching an ugly spat instead of a man being murdered.

Something falls out of his right hand, though what it is, you can’t possibly 
tell. The gunshots continue for another couple seconds before the man falls 
onto his back, almost as if he were a mannequin being pushed over.

It’s only then that everyone in the crowd begins to react how they should 
to the murder of an innocent person. The people burst into screaming, the al-
ready packed masses further starting to close in on themselves. Elbows begin 
ramming your stomach and sides, while people stamp on your feet and kick 
at your knees and ankles.

“Oh, hell, we need to get out of here!” Robert yells. Someone’s elbow bare-
ly misses his left temple.

“Fuck that, there’s no way we’re getting out!” Harry cries. “We’re all gonna 
crush ourselves to death here!”

You hear their words, yet they don’t register to you. Constantly shoving 
people away and grabbing at shoulders, you look ahead to see a woman run-
ning toward the body. She falls to her knees as she cradles the dead man’s 
form in her arms. Raising her head, her mouth becomes a massive hole from 
which a dreadful wailing emerges. The sound is almost mechanical, compa-
rable to a siren with its monotonous, unending cry.

Someone else runs up to the body, someone who looks like a man. He 
crouches next to the woman, his attention on something else. The two of 
them don’t seem to even take notice of each other.

For whatever reason, the situation only raises your curiosity, rather than 

terrifying you like it does every other person here. Why? Why did that guy 
even try to start something with the PubSecs in the first place? What did he 
expect to happen by trying to pull a weapon on them? Perhaps most impor-
tantly, why is that younger looking fellow trying to pick up that weapon? And 
why aren’t the PubSecs immediately firing on him, just as well?

The young man rises. He swiftly spins around, raising his arm, brandish-
ing that which had belonged to the dead man.

“It’s… they’re just… it’s just glasses!” he shouts. With every word, the 
screaming and writhing of the crowd begins to die down. The glasses reflect 
the many lights of the advertisements and the PubSecs, making them seem 
like a different color every other second. “All he had…was a pair of glasses!” 
the young man continues. “He was just…just trying to pull out his glasses! 
And they shot him!”

The crowd begins to talk among itself. Murmurs, whispers, gasps, cries of 
shock. Even you don’t know how to really process this. It’s not that you’re sur-
prised that the PubSecs opened fire; rather, you’re confounded that the dead 
man was not, in fact, trying to pull out any weapon. Just glasses. So why even 
try to start something before pulling them out, then? Why was he pulling 
them out just as one would pull out a gun?

“These bastards, these fucking parasites! They shot an unarmed man to 
death! They killed him ‘cause he was reaching for his fucking glasses!”

“You have five minutes to disperse before force becomes necessary.”
“No I won’t fucking disperse!” the young man screams at the Hologram 

Loudspeaker. Turning around, he begins screaming directly at the PubSecs 
themselves. “You cunts, you see this? He was pulling out his glasses, and you 
killed him! You murdered a man for no real reason, you fucking bastards—!”

With that, he smashes the glasses against the mask of one of the PubSecs in 
front of him. The sound of the glass shattering and the temples snapping into 
a dozen pieces is as loud as a bomb. Not a second later, he grabs the PubSec by 
their mask and, in one swift motion, rips the mask off and grabs their helmet. 
He slams their head onto one of the barricades, before unleashing a flurry of 
punches into their face.

You find it truly impressive how many times he’s able to lay his fist into 
their face, before the gunfire returns. He goes down just as quickly as any of 
his punches, his left hand still clinging to the PubSec’s helmet. Only when 
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they’re pulled back by their compatriots, does the young man’s hand slip off 
of it.

“Good G-d!” Harry cries. “They’ve already got two dead, they’re gonna 
start firing on us all any—”

Before he can finish or the masses can start screaming again, another in-
dividual bursts forth from the crowd, so quickly you can’t even make out any 
of their general features. Roaring like some rabid animal, they tear the rifle 
out of one of the PubSecs’ hands, smashing the butt into their face before 
delivering the same blow to another one’s chest.

That’s as far as they get, though. Recoiling, a red cloud gushes out from 
the front of their head, before they fall onto their back. Leaping over the 
barricade, a PubSec firmly plants their boots into the individual’s stomach; 
blood is dripping from their shotgun. Aiming it downward, a painful blast 
ripples through the air, as an even more enormous red mist erupts from the 
individual’s head. The PubSec’s armor and mask are now smeared in blood, 
and bits of brain and bone.

The woman who’s cradling the first man’s body jumps up at that point. 
She’s still screaming that borderline inhuman wail, a sound that honestly 
does make her sound like you imagine a banshee would. Sprinting toward 
them like lightning, she rams herself into the PubSec, tearing at their 
arms. The two of them struggle, her wailing becoming one with their 
metallic bellows. As they struggle, the other PubSecs begin making their 
way over the barricades. First two of them, then half a dozen, then a dozen 
of them.

The woman manages to tear the shotgun out of the PubSec’s hands. Fu-
riously, she manages to ram it into their throat. Once, twice, three times, 
before the dozen or so PubSecs grab her and rip her off. You’re barely able to 
hear the crack of her bones as she’s slammed onto the pavement, before the 
PubSecs begin stomping on and kicking her.

“Hey, the fuck are you doing that—!” someone else at the front shouts. 
They’re cut off by the PubSecs—both from behind the barricades, and several 
of those beating the woman to death—firing into the crowd itself.

Once more, a chorus of screams erupt from the giant crowd. This time, 
however, it’s joined by a sudden surge of people charging at the PubSecs. 
Items are pulled out of coats, hands laid on armor and batons. A bottle of 

liquor is smashed against an anti-ballistic mask, a PubSec gets pepper spray 
in their eyes.

“Fuck, shit, shit!” you scream as the crowd begins writhing around again. 
“We need to get down, they’re probably gonna get the drones on us now!”

As you look closer, you soon realize that all ducking would do is get you 
crushed to death. With every movement, the crowd makes its way to the 
barricades. Gunfire downs many of them. All around you, and from blocks 
away, the sound of glass being shattered pierces your ears. Television sets and 
bicycles are removed from shops, people marching forward with the intent to 
use them in combat. Large groups enter the shops, yet don’t come back out; 
still, you can hear them inside, shouting and cheering and chanting.

There’s no choice for you but to go forward, the crowd carrying you both 
literally and psychically. The barricades are uprooted and flung into the air, 
but all that allows is for the masses to finally crash into the PubSecs them-
selves.

Around you, people collapse, their blood casting a red mask over your 
face. The drones have begun firing, just as the armored personnel carriers 
rumble forward, the turrets manned atop them  unleashing thunder into  
the crowd. Body parts fly over everyone as the turrets’ bullets rip through  
the crowd.

Still, people press onward. Somebody launches a molotov at a Homini; the 
robot goes up in flames, lumbering forward as its whole body is consumed 
by fire.

“You have one minute left to comply before force–”
A fire bomb strikes the Loudspeaker. Sparks burst from it, while the hol-

ogram stutters and flickers in and out of existence. The hologram’s fading is 
like an abstract painting, watercolors flowing and drifting across the invisible 
canvas. At last, the Loudspeaker explodes into enormous sparks; with that, 
the hologram finally dies, a parting digital groan its death rattle.

Screaming, a man has his foot crushed by a Canid. The poor bloke is cut 
in half down to his stomach by the gun on the robot’s back, while the bullets 
keep going and kill three more people behind him. Seeing this, a pair runs at 
the four-legged mechanical beast. A woman with heavy boots kicks the robot 
onto its side, before jumping onto it. The Canid’s legs scamper around furi-
ously, desperately trying to throw the woman off and regain its composure. 
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Before it can really try, though, a man brings a crowbar down on its under-
belly. Chunks of metal crumble to the ground, exposing the robot’s battery 
pack. With no time to waste, the woman leans over and grabs the battery 
pack’s handle, and tears it out. She flings the large block at a PubSec’s head, 
sending them to the ground.

Another Canid runs at a large group, aiming its gun. Shoving his way 
through, a huge man swings some crude contraption in the air, one composed 
of razor wire and rocks. As it soars through the air, you realize that the man 
has constructed a bolo from what he had on hand. The bolo wraps around the 
Canid’s legs, tying them together and immobilizing it. A bat pounds on its 
gun, smashing it to pieces and scattering bullets everywhere.

Now you’re only about three meters from where the barricades once were. 
Increasingly, the bodies of both PubSecs and regular people litter the street. 
Someone’s bashing a Homini’s head in with a pipe, while another picks up a 
fallen PubSec’s rifle and begins firing into their ranks, as a score of them and 
Homini are beating several people to a pulp. It doesn’t matter how many of 
them she guns down, since those people are practically dead anyway. Still, 
someone has to make sure their deaths haven’t been in vain.

“Out of the way, OUT OF THE WAY!” a raspy voice screams. Several 
people are shoved into you and Harry, before falling to the ground. A group 
of four rushes their way to the front, the raspy-voiced man carrying another 
one of the robots’ lithium-ion battery packs in his hands. However, here, a 
hole has been made in the top of the battery, from which smoke is slowly 
emitting. Hurriedly, one of them places a molotov on the battery as gently 
as they can, the f lame from the top meeting the hole. At the same time as 
rushing to the front, they wrap a fabric bandage around the bottle, tying it 
down to the battery.

Only when they finally make it to the center of the warfare do you realize 
what they’re attempting to do. Still standing in front of the wall, the eight 
PubSecs before the Plowman fire into the crowds. The wall slides up, allowing 
more PubSecs from behind to rush in and reinforce them.

Shoving or even just running over everyone in their way, the four of them 
ignore everything else around them as they make a mad dash straight to the 
Plowman. One of them yells at the raspy-voiced man, who separates himself 
from them, and pushes aside everyone who might block his objective. In full 

sight of the PubSecs, he pulls his arm back, and hurls the battery-and-molo-
tov over the wall.

The PubSecs fire into him just after he releases the device. He spins around, 
blood exploding from his back, torso, and legs. Soon, it’s gushing out of his 
mouth, as well. As he falls to his knees, his mouth forms a grin, a smiling 
wide-open hole. A dozen or so bullets shave off the top of his head. Just before 
his body completely collapses to the ground, it reminds you of the work of an 
artist you once saw. It was Francis something, you know the first name was 
Francis… but what was the surname? It’s hard to remember much of the de-
tails of such work, with all the pure shit you’ve been fed by Britain’s netocrats.

The battery-and-molotov flies over the Plowman’s wall, and from what 
you’re able to guess, lands somewhere just behind it. A terrified, muffled cry 
comes from behind the wall; not a second later, an incredible bang erupts 
from there. The left side of the wall and the cabin are instantly obliterated, 
smoke blanketing a quite large fireball.

A quite large fireball that quickly becomes massive, as the Plowman’s own 
engine and batteries are ignited. The smoke is very much non-existent now, 
as pure flame destroys the entire Plowman and incinerates anyone close to it. 
Burning metal chunks fly everywhere, forcing you to shout “GET DOWN!” 
as you grab Harry and Robert, pulling the two down with you.

The sheer heat of one of those burning chunks singes your left temple. 
Gritting your teeth, you take a deep breath as you open your eyes.

“You alright?” you ask Harry. He simply nods his head, blood coming out 
of his mouth. Looks like he bit his tongue while the three of you were on the 
ground.

“What about you, Rob—” you start to ask, before actually taking a look at 
him. You have to hold back from throwing up right then and there. The whole 
upper-left portion of Robert’s head has been destroyed by the chunk that flew 
near you. Parts of his skull are visible, burned and scraped. In other portions, 
they’ve been removed, exposing the inside of his head. The remaining skin 
and flesh around the wound is now utterly charred.

You let go of Harry and Robert’s body, and drag yourself away as quickly 
as you can. Tears fill your eyes, tears born more of horror than sadness. After 
all, you didn’t know Robert that well… but the fact that someone you know 
at all has just been killed here, is nothing short of terrifying. Terrifying on 
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an existential level, in fact, because through all the deaths you’ve just seen, 
Robert’s has just reminded you that you could very well join the bodies lit-
tering the ground.

You lie on the ground, tears running down your face. Of course, you 
knew something like this would happen, you knew people would die. What 
else could have happened, the whole lot of you being forcibly dispersed back 
home? But all these lives here, you realize, they meant nothing to you. And 
only now does it hit you, with just how selfish you were. Selfish, and stu-
pid. You’d been so consumed by the very fact that this was happening, that 
people were actually and finally standing up to Britain, that you’d forgotten 
that there would be a cost. It didn’t matter if you and everyone else “won,” 
millions would still have to die to take this Hell with them.

Or had the thought ever even occurred to you at all?
You’re on your back, crying, unable to stop yourself from shaking. It’s 

painful to come to terms with, but you are, indeed, incredibly selfish. Be-
cause you don’t want to die, not here, not now. You don’t want to give your 
life in the name of Britain’s end, in the making of the entire world a family 
of communes. The truth is, you are utterly terrified of dying. You want to 
live, so that you can see what comes after the state’s death. You want to 
finally live your life as something other than a testing ground for informa-
tionism’s control of life. You want to be able to see, hear, and read about all 
that’s been hidden away from you, locked away by the netocracy for their 
own pleasure.

So, here you are now, mourning the death of someone you tried to save. 
For the first time in your life, you’ve come so close to death, only for that of 
another to have to remind you of the real cost here.

A voice rises above the din of battle and looting. It sounds like a rather el-
derly woman, yet there’s something in the way she talks that brings her voice 
to the forefront. Maybe it’s just the message she’s conveying that makes her so 
intelligible compared to everyone else.

“The drones, they’ve been turned against their masters!” she shouts, with more 
than a hint of excitement. “They’ve taken control of the drones! They’re ours, now!”

Opening your eyes, you sit up and look above through your tears. What 
she’s saying is true; the drones are now firing on the PubSec forces. Those 
manning the turrets are now being felled by the bullets of what were once 

their own weapons. The hackers throughout the country, it seems, are now 
extending their reach over this uprising.

Just a few meters behind you, to the left, an explosive goes off. Smoke rises 
from the flames, while one of the holographic advertisements that hadn’t been 
smashed yet shatters. From the wreckage, sterling notes rain down, many of them 
already on fire as they do so. In front of the now bombed-out money provider, 
people grab the notes and pile them up, before setting them ablaze in bonfires.

You grab several of the notes that have fallen near you. On them, are the 
faces of the most famous of the informationist class, as well as their most 
current pet content creators (those of the very recent past having already been 
silently pushed out of memory). Each and every last one of them looks back, 
sneering at you, at every single mere Briton.

Gritting your teeth in rage, you stack the notes together, before tearing 
them to pieces. You don’t stop until they’re nothing more than meaningless 
scraps. Even more meaningless, in fact, than they already are. Just some slips 
of paper, or numbers in a system, with some bullshit “value” attached to 
them. Nothing more than the chains which the government sends you every 
month, so you can buy all their worthless rubbish.

You tear it all to shreds, just as the others burn it all to ash. Not like it’ll 
even have any use after this whole vile thing comes crashing down. What’s 
the point of keeping chains around, once you’ve finally been freed?

Slowly, you pick yourself up off the ground, disoriented. You stumble as 
you turn around. Before you lies the body of a protester. Some random bloke, 
whose name will never be remembered, will never be etched into any of the 
history books about this night.

Will yours, though? Who knows. Besides, it’s not like the future will have 
any use for heroes.

In his right hand is a bat, covered in blood. Removing it, you swear that, if 
nothing else, you will make sure this man’s life wasn’t given for nothing, and 
especially not for something that could end up being even worse.

Picking up the bat, you grasp it firmly, the blood on the handle still warm. 
As you see a swarm of people break into the Administrative House of Bristol, 
you understand that what happened in Douglas was only the first fire, this 
only the second. With this in mind, you run into the fray, completely of your 
own volition now. Whatever happens from here on out, happens.
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Yonnonhwe’ clocked in and started the mental countdown. Eight hours until 
they could go home to Onyiatenro’ and the two of them could celebrate their 
anniversary, their way.

Unfortunately, this new workplace, a Mercedes-Benz Concierge call 
center, tried to soften the blow of dehumanization that each abusive phone 
call caused by being far too intrusively involved in the employees’ personal 
lives for Nonhwe’’s comfort. It was a really clever solution—make the call 
center floor shifts feel as close as a dysfunctional family. The only problem 
with this remedy is the same one that exists in families: it works as long as all 
the members of the family (or call center shift) are similar. 

As they entered the call center floor, they saw the huge “Celebration Cal-
endar” in the front of the room informing everyone in brightly colored Comic 
Sans that Marsha and Karen had birthdays and “Yononhwe (they/them)” (the 
way the white HR representative, Ally, always spelt and posted their name, 
no matter how many times they corrected her) had an anniversary today. Of 
course, Marsha’s and Karen’s pronouns were not displayed, making Nonhwe’ 
stand out as an oddity.

Damn, Nonhwe’ thought. I wonder what nonsense this will bring. They 
already knew. It was going to be too many people being too familiar and as-
suming things about their relationship that felt like erasure of their identity 
and felt diminishing of the spiritual and emotional connection they shared 
with their spouse. And they were going to have to keep their snarky responses 
to a minimum, unless they wanted another one-on-one with Ally.

Nonhwe’ chose a desk space towards the back of the call center floor for 
easy escape access and started setting up their desk space the way they needed 
it to be to take all manner of abuse and fulfill unreasonable demands over the 
headset. As they were angling the phone base for easy access, Tim approached 
with a smug grin. And so it starts.

“Your anniversary, huh? Hope you and hubby have a good time, if you know 
what I mean,” Tim joked and wagged his eyebrows up and down suggestively. 
“Sally,” he added, turning to the co-worker at the desk space next to Nonhwe’, 
“make sure she isn’t too tired to enjoy her anniversary tonight.” He tapped 
Nonhwe’’s desk twice and leaned on it as if anticipating an actual response.

I’m not a she, Tim. At least read the damned sign correctly. My spouse is not 
a husband, Tim. It’s none of your business, Tim.

“Haha. Thanks, Tim.” Nonhwe’ knew that not all fights were worth fight-
ing, especially not at work, and especially not at a workplace that took sexual 
harassment deemed “friendly banter” (despite its cisnormative, heteronorma-
tive, and allonormative nature) to be acceptable and considered any com-
plaints to be unreasonable demands for “special treatment.” Ally’s words, not 
Nonhwe’’s.

Nonhwe’ began taking calls, glad that at least the entitled drivers on the 
other line weren’t made aware of the significance of the day as they swore and 
called Nonhwe’ incompetent (If they were being “nice”; more often, racial or 
gendered epithets were the go-to) for not remotely finding Four Star restaurants 
along their current route fast enough to keep up with the speeding vehicle.

***

Nonhwe’ hid in the women’s restroom for their 15 minute break, so tired 
of the suggestive smirks and comments from everyone on the call center floor 
that they didn’t care to walk all the way to the all-gender restroom tucked in 
the other wing of the building. Technically, it wasn’t an all-gender restroom so 
much as a private stall. The sign still had the skirt character with a slash and a 
pants character. But there were too many offices and people to walk by to both-
er trekking to that bathroom to get away from the “banter.” Any port in a storm.

They neglected to remember that the women’s had several stalls and there 
was no privacy here either until they heard the second stall lock pull back and 
the door creak open.
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“Oh, hi, Yaw-naw-ee. Did I say that right?” Lisa, one of the people from 
their orientation group who they had pronounced their name for at least a 
dozen times already, emerged from the stall. Not even close. Before Nonhwe’ 
could answer, “Congrats on the anniversary of your nuptials! I hope you got 
something slinky and sexy to wear for tonight’s festivities. I remember my 
last anniversary. Bobby couldn’t keep his hands off of me. By the way, what is 
your husband’s name? I don’t think you’ve ever said.”

I’m not wearing something slinky. Atenro’ can keep ver hands to verself be-
cause ve is not an animal. And it’s none of your business.

“Thanks, Lisa. So close on the name. It’s Yonnonhwe’. I didn’t plan any-
thing to wear, we’re just going to enjoy each other’s company. And my spouse’s 
name is Onyiatenro’.”

“That’s an interesting name. Is it Indian like yours?” Lisa asked. Indigenous. 
Without breaking for an answer she went on, “You really ought to find some-
thing to wear. Show your man, Awn-yah-ten-roh, that the fire is still there.”

No thanks, Lisa. Keep your hetero allosexual customs to yourself.
“Thanks, Lisa. I’ll keep that in mind.”

***

Nonhwe’ found an empty seat next to Sachiyo, a co-worker who was an 
out and proud lesbian, in the hopes that no further nonsense would ruin their 
lunch break. Bonus: Sachiyo was the only co-worker who bothered to learn to 
say Nonhwe’’s name correctly and use their correct pronouns.

“Hi, Nonhwe’. Sorry you had to come here on your anniversary. That’s 
really gotta suck.”

Oh my gawd, does it! It’s been pretty awful.
“Oh my gawd, does it! It’s been pretty awful.”
“I can only imagine. Hopefully you aren’t too tired after eight hours of 

this bullshit to ride Atenro’ straight to happy land afterward,” Sachiyo added 
and punched Nonhwe’’s shoulder playfully.

So fucking close. 
“Yeah, hopefully not.”
“Ayyye!” Sachiyo exclaimed. Nonhwe’ spent the rest of their lunch half-listening 

to Sachiyo prattle on about all her previous anniversaries of note, but mostly just 
stuffing their face to keep anything they couldn’t take back from coming out of it.

***

Nonhwe’ tried to turn around and walk back the way they came, but it 
was too late. Evan already saw them. 

“Hey! Almost time to…” He made a circle with one index finger and his thumb 
and stuffed his other index finger through it, back and forth. Nonhwe’ felt their in-
sides constrict painfully at the vulgar gesture and Evan’s presence. “Haha! Did you tell 
your husband I’m your work husband yet? Does he know that he has competition?” 

STOP SAYING THAT! You disgust me, and your insistence that we have 
some sort of “connection” like the one I have with my spouse is offensive.

“I’ve asked you to stop calling yourself that. Please respect my wishes.”
“Well, geeze, you don’t have to be so uptight. I’m just trying to make the 

workplace fun.”
Fun for you, and only you. 
“That’s not fun for me. It disrespects my marriage.”
“What, is this some sort of Indian thing?”
Indigenous. I’m not from India, you oaf.
“Just stop saying it. This is the third time I’m telling you. You should have 

stopped after the first time.”
“Whatever. You’re so uptight. I’ll find myself another work wife who 

isn’t…” Evan let the sentence hang and shoved his hand directly in Nonhwe’’s 
face and began rotating it back and forth.

Get that out of my face before I break it.
When he tired after not receiving a response, he turned on his heel and 

walked away.

***

Nonhwe’ walked up the last 30 feet of paved driveway to their house, ea-
ger to see and reconnect with Onyiatenro’. They tried to imagine rain water 
washing away the day—the cishet allosexist nonsense, the abusive Mercedes-
Benz drivers, the sign emblazoned with a misspelling of their name, all of 
it—cleansing them of it before they entered their safe space.

Hunty, I’m home!
“Hunty, I’m home!”
“Aw, babe! Great timing!” Atenro’ exclaimed from the kitchen. “I called 

our favorite sushi place and it’s supposed to be here in ten minutes. I got our 
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usual and something called a double-o-seven roll, since I know you always 
like to try something new. It has tuna, jalapeño, and cucumber, topped with 
salmon and avocado, with a spicy sesame soy sauce.”

Oh my gawd. That sounds delicious!
“Oh my gawd. That sounds delicious!”
“Right! Oh, and I got some of the white willow bark massage oil you like 

for our healing massage later,” ve added.
Did you remember to get it from the Indigenous heal—
“Don’t worry. I remembered to get it from that Indigenous healer this 

time. No more of that store bought stuff, I promise.”
I sure do love you.
“I sure do love you.” Nonhwe’ beamed and gave Atenro’’s shoulder a side-

ways hug.
“Aw! I love you too, lover.”
Nonhwe’ felt their shoulders relax into the space and safety they shared 

with their queerplatonic life partner.

Author’s Note
I am a separated Indigenous person who can’t accurately trace my roots to my 
specific Nation, other than to know I am from the Huron Confederacy. As a 
way to stay connected, despite colonization and forced as well as survivalist 
assimilation in my family tree keeping me separated, I’ve started connecting 
through the Wendat language that is currently being revitalized. That connection 
began as learning singular words, but has evolved into storytelling connecting 
the language to my characters to deepen my understanding and connection with 
these words. In a way, it feels like reconnecting and coming home.

Yonnonhwe’ = “I love you.”
Nonhwe’ = verb base, “to love someone or something”
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Almost there. They had to be almost there.
Dresden looked down, at the indentations left by her boots and her walk-

ing stick as the crust of snow snapped beneath her weight, and then back 
at the endless expanse in front of them. It was like walking through an un-
touched artist’s canvas, or wandering through a writer’s blank page. The 
world was formless, the landscape glittering and glistering with the reflected 
light of the sun overhead.

She hadn’t felt her fingers in several hours, hadn’t been able to think about 
anything except for the monotony of the trek, about the tiny crystals that 
wormed their way between her mask and her goggles, scraping her skin.

Flurries tap-danced gleefully around them, limiting their vision to no 
more than twenty feet ahead. A little way on, Kat had stopped, and was cup-
ping the compass.

Dresden didn’t know how much longer she could take this. Seven miles. 
Seven miles from the Orchard. Once upon a time, in another life, another 
world, it would have been a half-day’s journey. Hell, fifteen minutes, if you 
had a car. She always forgot about cars.

Now they had been travelling for three days, walking for only the few 
hours of peak sunlight, when it was warm enough, and spending the rest 
huddled in the insulated tent. Her bum knee screamed, the cold throbbing 
deep inside the bone.

The only thing that she could think in these conditions, with her brain 
buffeted by the wind and her thoughts frozen in place, was that they weren’t 
going to make it. Another hour and it would be too cold to continue, they 
would have to pitch camp and call the whole thing a bust.
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She wanted to cry, but was afraid her tears would freeze against her cheek 
and burn her skin.

So instead they walked.
And they walked.
And they walked.
And then Kat, fifteen feet ahead, turned and waved, and Dresden knew their 

body language well enough to know that underneath their gear they were grinning.
It yawned out of emptiness as Dresden caught up with her friend, the 

slicked-over black paint making it look as if someone had simply cut away a 
chunk of the white, white world. She could just barely recall a hazy memory 
from the time before the snow began to fall, of folding paper and taking scis-
sors and making snowflakes from the negative space.

They climbed the stairs, Dresden almost slipping and Kat catching her 
hand, laughing and pulling her onto the wooden platform. Dresden gritted 
her teeth, leaning against her stick.

Kat cocked their head at the door.
Do you wanna knock or should I?
She shrugged, pointing from herself to her friend, and then at the door.
Why not together?
So their fingers curled deep within their gloves, and their knuckles fell 

hard against the battered metal.
The door was opened a moment later by an older woman, her tattoos blue 

and faded but her smile as sharp as a tack.
“Hurry on in, don’t want to let in the end of the world,” she said, and 

laughed. “Get undressed and make yourself at home.”
The room was hazy through her goggles, and as her frozen fingers fumbled 

to begin undoing her layers of protection she was hit by what felt like a flying 
sack of potatoes. Stumbling backwards, stars exploded in her shoulder as it 
knocked against the wall, and then Kit was apologizing, helping her to her feet.

Shakily, Dresden got her balance back, and pulled off her goggles. “Good 
to see you too, dweeb,” she said, rubbing her shoulder as a sheepish Kit hand-
ed her her stick.

“Jeezum crow, bro, what’s your deal, huh?” asked Kat, punching him in 
the shoulder. “She was already nearly dead from the trip. I had to drag her for 
the past two miles.”

“Oh, piss off,” Dresden said, unzipping her coat, which Kit was overeager 
to take and hang in a closet behind the bar while she started on her boots and 
coveralls. “You were the one who couldn’t stop complaining all last night. I 
can’t believe I did this just for some stupid concert, I think you said?”

“Oh they did, did they?” Kit asked, and returned Kat’s shoulder punch. 
“Jackass.”

“Dildo.”
“Cockgoblin.”
“Hey,” Dresden said, rolling her eyes. Siblings. “Do y’all think we can 

maybe get settled down before you two jump into your groove? I’m going to 
need some hot tea, at least, if I’m going to have to listen to this and whatever 
you’re playing tonight.”

It took them nearly ten minutes to disrobe, Kit running each layer to the 
coatroom until they were once again comfortably clad in only their jeans and 
their flannels. Last were their socks, and they relished the curling their bare 
toes against the warm air, contrasted against the chilly floor.

“Come on, let’s get you two warmed up,” said Kit, and Dresden couldn’t 
help but notice the way his fingers seemed to not-so-accidently accidentally 
brush against hers as he turned to lead the way.

As they walked to the bar, Dresden took in the surroundings. The people 
sitting on empty crates and beanbag chairs and each other’s laps, sipping and 
smoking and smiling. Soft, buttery light fell over everything, and the com-
plete absence of windows gave her the strange feeling that she was in a space-
ship, or maybe some kind of pocket dimension. There was incense burning 
somewhere, and the whole place smelled like cinnamon and cloves.

“Hey kiddos,” said the woman who had opened the door, filling a glass with 
an amber liquid and handing it across the counter. “Be with you in a sec.”

“I’m not gonna lie, I was starting to get a teensy bit worried,” Kit said.
“Ye of so little faith,” Kat shot back.
“Well, you made it,” Kit said, and pulled his sibling into a hug before 

turning to Dresden and opening his arms. They embraced, and his lips came 
close to her ear. “You look beautiful.”

“Pfft,” she said, pushing him away playfully. “Jesus, don’t start. I’m a bun-
dle of sweat and sore muscles and probably smell like a smoked salmon. Kiss 
me if you want, you fucking dope, but don’t be a cheeseball about it.”
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So he turned his head up and kissed her, and her chapped lips hurt as they 
rubbed against his, and it was a moment of sweet bliss until Kat’s fake-gag-
ging grew too loud to ignore.

Kit blushed and grinned, his glasses fogged, and he wiped his mouth on 
his sweater.

“Alright, what can I get you all?” asked the bartender, coming up. “We’ve 
got mint tea, hot cider, apple wine.”

“Uh, just tea for now please,” Dresden said.
“So this is the one you were talking about, huh?” asked the woman as she 

rummaged beneath the counter, and Kit went red as as a radish.
“I mean, uh, we’ve been friends since we were kids—”
“Cool it, Kit,” said Kat. “The lady’s already seen you trying to eat Dres’s 

entire face. I don’t think you have to explain.”
“Anyway, Rosie, this is my sibling, Kat, and well, yeah. This is Dresden.”
“Howdy do,” Dresden said.
“Well met, I’m sure,” said the bartender, and put two mugs of tea and a 

stein of cider in front of them. “You must really like this one if you made the 
trip all the way from the Orchard to hear him play,” she said, cocking her 
head at Kit. “If you need anything else, let me know. There’ll be lentil stew 
and vegetable sausages here in a half hour or so, if Shep doesn’t burn down 
the kitchen first.”

It should have been claustrophobic, Dresden thought, such a small space 
so contained and so crammed with life, but instead it felt cozy and safe. They 
sat at the counter, sipping their drinks, swapping stories, filling in the cracks 
that hadn’t fit in the letters they exchanged. There was laughter, and there was 
bittersweet tea, and there was warmth.

When they had finished their drinks, Kit hopped off the stool. “Gotta 
introduce you to Cole and Ash,” he said, scoping out the crowd. “Lemme go 
find them.” He slipped through a cluster of people, and then through a door, 
and Dresden and Kit looked at each other and said nothing and smiled. They 
had spent so much time in quiet companionship, cutting through the snow 
outside, that they now found themselves with no need to speak. Sitting here, 
surrounded by life, alive themselves, was enough.

Kit returned with his bandmates in tow, a lanky girl with lip piercings and 
a shag haircut, and a person in a denim jacket covered in hand-printed patches. 

Kit’s fingers were intertwined with the kid in the jacket, and Dresden smiled.
“So you’re the famous Cole?”
They exaggeratedly looked from side to side. “Moi? Well, I didn’t get the 

memo about my celebrity status, but yeah, I’m Cole. Dresden, I take it?”
“Guilty as charged,” she said, and then Cole asked if she was a hugger and 

she said she was, and so they hugged.
“Thanks for taking care of this one over on this side of things,” she said, 

and ruffled Kit’s hair. He wrinkled his nose at her. “He’d be lost without 
someone to tie his boots.”

A bell rang behind the counter as Rosie shouted “Soup’s up!” and the cook 
wheeled a cart through the kitchen doors. People lined up in loose clusters, chit-
ter-chattering lazily as Rosie filled each bowl and handed it across the way. It 
smelled scrumptious, like roasted root vegetables and sage and cracked pepper.

Soon enough they were sitting criss-cross-applesauce on the floor, their 
bowls in their laps, a shared plate of sausages between them. Kit sat between 
Dresden and Cole, his fingers slipping in and out of theirs between sips of soup.

“I still can’t believe you’re really here,” he said.
“I can’t believe you think we’d miss it for anything,” said Kat. “Truly, do 

you think so poorly of us?”
“I can’t believe you’ve been East Side for over a year now,” Dresden said. 

She hoped that the tinge of bitterness, the bitterness she hated and kept 
tucked carefully away, didn’t bleed through in her voice.

“It’s whacked out,” he said, shaking his head. “It’s a whole different world. 
Having to move from building to building almost every day, instead of your 
whole life existing in one huge place. You wouldn’t believe how chafed I am 
from having to suit up all the time.”

Ashlyn shook her hair out of her eyes. “What’s it like living there?” she 
asked. “The Orchard, I mean. I’ve never been. Kit says it’s so big that you can 
forget that it’s the end of the world. Just rows and rows of trees, and a heated 
glass ceiling that keeps the snow from blocking the sun. And apples. So many 
apples.” Her voice sounded wistful, and then a little embarrassed. “Sorry, I 
probably sound like a total dork. I help Rosie make the wine, so I just get 
kind of geeky thinking about all those trees. It’s probably all boring to you.”

Dresden shook her head. “No, not boring. Routine, I guess, but not bor-
ing. It is beautiful.”
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“I’ve been an East Sider since the snow started falling,” she said. “My mom 
was one of the first people to open an outpost, to start converting things to 
handle... well, you know. Y’all walked here.” Her eyes lit up. “Oh, have you 
tried the wine?” she asked. “I mean, y’all are the ones who grow them, you 
have to try it!”

So she went up to the counter to order a round, and Dresden looked at Kit, 
who was looking at Cole, and smiled.

“Psst,” Kit said, his hand covering Dresden’s. “See that woman over there?” 
he said, and cocked his head at someone Dresden hadn’t noticed before. She 
was probably in her mid-sixties, her silver hair streaked with pink chalk, her 
cheekbones sharp and dignified. “That’s the touring artist. She’s been doing this 
forever, since before the snow started falling. She’s been singing since the world 
ended, just going from place to place with the same band. She’s been all over.”

“Oh gosh,” Kat said, and Dresden knew that they were thinking about the 
map rolled tightly in their backpack. “Do you... do you think she’d let me 
talk to her after the show?”

Kit shrugged. “Probably. She seems nice. Her name’s Natalie, I think?”
Dresden watched the woman playing darts with her bandmates, missing 

the bullseye every time.
“Ashlyn was talking to her earlier.” Kit squeezed Dresden’s hand. “You 

know they’re all trans?”
She looked at him in surprise. “No shit? The whole band?”
Dresden’s eyes stayed focused on the woman with the pink hair, and she 

ran her fingers across her cheek, where she could just feel the stubble creeping 
through the skin. She thought of the Orchard, with its rows of trees poking 
up through the soil.

Ashlyn came back with four glasses of honey-gold liquid, and handed one 
to each of them except Cole, who didn’t drink. “Rosie said sound check is in 
five minutes,” she said. “Drink up.”

Dresden put the glass to her lips, and it was like liquid sunlight on her 
tongue. It trickled down her throat and lit a bonfire in her tummy. “This is 
made from our apples?” she asked, smacking her lips.

“Mhm,” Kit said, running his fingers through Dresden’s hair. “Good, isn’t it?”
It was strange, tasting that wine, tasting the apples she had grown up around, 

experiencing something so familiar rearranged in a new way.

“Hey, I’ve gotta go,” Kit said, and kissed her cheek. “See you in the crowd, 
sweepea.”

Dresden looked at Kit, at his forehead and his chin and his eyes, drawing 
them in her mind, trying to commit them to memory. Two years ago, she 
would have thought she could never forget a single detail, but distance does 
funny things to memory. “Break a leg,” she said, and hugged him.

Kat and Dresden sat and finished their meal, sipping their drinks, revel-
ling in the fact that they had made it. They had really, really made it.

“How are you feeling?” Kat asked.
“Gods, it’s hard to be mad at him.”
They sighed. “You can’t be mad at him. You knew this was what he wanted 

to do. He’s wanted to do this since he was like fourteen. You fell in love with 
him anyway.”

“Yeah, I know. I almost think it’ll be easier when he does go on tour. It’s 
so fucked up, that we’re so close, and that it’s too far. I’m glad we’re here, but 
coming was pretty stupid. This time of year, we were pushing our luck. If we 
had hit a deep patch, we’d be out there dead and buried right now.”

“But we didn’t, and we’re not, and we’re here,” Kat said, and squeezed 
their friend’s hand.

“I wish I wasn’t fucked up,” Dresden said, fidgeting with her stick.
“You’re not fucked up, dipshit, you have a janky leg.”
“We shouldn’t have come.”
“Well, we did, so shut up and enjoy it, okay?”
Dresden sighed. She knew she was being difficult. “Yeah. Okay.”
And then Kit’s voice was echoing through the bar, through the speakers 

and vibrating in the air. “Yeeeeeehaw and hello, salutations and good evening 
to you all, we are Timeless Tales and we are here to make some fucking noise.” 
At some point he had shed his sweater, and he was completely topless, not even 
bothering with binding. “One, two, three!”

Immediately, sound filled the building, slipping and sliding to fill every 
empty inch of space. Drums cascaded, guitar ripped and roared, Kit’s voice 
spat lyrics like dragonfire. People stood, taking their partners’ hands and 
pulling them to their feet, milling and turning and skanking and waltzing as 
a mosh pit opened against the stage.

“When the fuck did he get good?” Dresden shouted through the deluge, 
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and Kat looked at her in disgust.
“Distance makes the heart grow fonder, but I guess it makes the ears lose 

all standards of good taste,” Kat said, but their words were swallowed by  
the music.

Dresden didn’t dance, couldn’t dance with her knee throbbing the way 
it was after the journey, but she nodded her head, feeling her cells full of 
sound, feeling her body reverberate in harmony with the raw energy in the 
air. She watched Kit, strumming and screaming and being gloriously, impos-
sibly alive. She imagined him doing this on stages all over the continent, all 
over the world, touring and travelling and crossing frozen oceans and singing 
and screaming and surviving and lighting the atmosphere on fire even as the 
world grew colder and colder.

The set was like lightning, over as fast as it began, and soon Kit was by her 
side again, covered in sweat and grinning like a fool. “Oh my gods, I can’t 
believe you were actually here for that!” he said, slinging his arms around her 
neck.” He kissed her. “I can’t believe you actually came.”

“I kind of can’t either, honestly,” said Dresden, brushing her hair out of 
her eyes. “But I’m here.”

“Yeah,” he said, looking at her, his brown eyes shimmering behind his 
glasses. “You’re here.”

The touring band was up next, and as the singer stepped up to the mic, she 
smiled, and then she sang.

She sang about cabin fever, sang about love and loss, about fully automat-
ed luxury gay space communism, about the pasts and futures that never came 
to pass. A few songs in, she stopped to address the audience.

“Hey everyone. Thank you so much for being here, despite the weather.”
There were a few laughs.
“So, for those of you who don’t know, we’re actually from here, from 

the East Side. This is where we started, decades ago. We haven’t been to 
Michigan in almost ten years, but we’re back, and we’re back in the first 
bar we ever played. It feels like a dream. I’m glad you’re sharing this dream 
with us.”

And then they played more, played a song in Spanish and a song about an 
old shopping center and a song about being a plant and a song about being a 
ghost and a song about being ugly on the inside.

Then they were quiet for a moment, and she wasn’t smiling anymore. 
“Back when we started playing, a long time ago, we thought that the world 
was ending. We thought it was going to end with fire and floods back then, 
not with snowfall. But it ended the way it ended, and we’re still here, still 
playing, still singing. We have one last song, one we wrote about that apoc-
alypse we thought was coming. Before that, though, I want us to take a mo-
ment and listen to the silence, listen to the wind outside, and raise your glass 
if you have one in hand, and I want to dedicate this last song to the ones who 
aren’t here to hear it. This one is called ‘Frying Pan.’”

So they were silent, and then they drank, and then they all burned together.
After the show, Dresden sat in one of the bathroom stalls, looking at the 

tattooed wood, reading the inked ceremonials left by hundreds of patrons 
in the time the building had stood. Ash had told her that the place used to 
be a speakeasy, a long, long time ago. She thought of the Orchard, a shabby 
shopping mall before the world ended, now endless fields that poured wine 
and wonder into a dead world.

And oh, it had been wonder, it had been bliss, but it had also been sensory 
overload, and now she needed a minute to gather herself again. Her eyes glided 
over looping love letters, poetry and profanity and delicious insanity. When her 
breathing was regular again, she left the stall, looked at the mirror. She thought 
about the face of the singer, saw her own face. So often she had wondered what 
it would be like to grow into a fully grown adult body in this kind of world, 
a world where her identity was simply woven into her DNA. No hormones to 
inject or pop, her womanhood predicated on conviction alone.

In that scummy bathroom mirror, she saw the courage of her convictions, 
and she smiled.

Back in the bar proper, Dresden saw Kit and Kat and Cole and Ash by the 
dartboard, and she looked around for the singer. She saw her, in a corner, sitting 
on a milk crate, and debated with herself for a moment before walking over.

“Um, hi,” she said, her cheeks hot.
“Hey,” the woman said, and smiled.
“I uh. I really liked your music.”
“Well, thank you very much,” the singer said, and Dresden could tell that 

she meant it.
“I just. Um. I think it’s really amazing, what you do. Travelling like this, from 
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place to place, through the snow. I could barely make it seven miles to be here.”
“Well, you’re here, right?”
Dresden smiled. “Yeah, I guess you’re right. I am.”
“Do you want a t-shirt?” the woman asked. “We have some over there by 

the bar.”
“Oh. Yeah, gosh, yeah, thank you.” She paused, shuffled her feet. “Can I 

uh, ask you kind of a weird question, I guess?”
The woman’s lips quirked. “You can try me with it.”
“Do you think it’s okay? For... this.” She gestured around the room. “For 

us to still be here. For us to be okay, to be okay with being okay, even after 
everything it took to get here.”

The woman looked at her with old eyes, eyes that had seen those first 
snowfalls, and she was silent for a moment.

“I think that you’re asking me whether I think it was worth it. Whether 
what we have is worth the world ending.”

Dresden bit her lip. “Yeah. I guess I am.”
The woman shook her head. “I think that’s the wrong question.”
“What’s the right question, then?” asked Dresden.
“Where is that music coming from?”
“Huh? What music?”
There was only the chatter of the bar, the breathing of fifty or sixty warm, 

alive bodies, the slight whispering whistle of the wind outside. “Oh,” she said. 
“That music.”

She looked through the crowd for Kat. “Oh, by the way, can my friend 
talk to you? They’re a cartographer, and they’re making a map of other settle-
ments out there as we make contact with them or vise versa.”

The singer obliged, and Dresden tapped her friend on the shoulder and 
cocked her head. “Go nuts,” she said, and Kat’s face lit up.

She scanned the crowd for Kit, and still she didn’t see him. Spotting Cole 
at the bar, she asked them if they had seen their partner, and they pointed her 
towards a door covered in stickers.

“Porch,” they said.
“I really liked your set,” she told them.
“You’re not dating me. You don’t have to lie to stoke my ego,” they said, 

but they looked pleased. “It’s great to finally meet you, by the way. He really 

loves you, you know.”
She nodded. “Yeah, I know.”
Pushing through the door, she stepped outside. The porch was covered with 

heated glass, just like the roof of the Orchard, and through it she could see the stars.
“It’s stopped snowing,” Kit said. His neck was tilted towards the sky, an 

herbal cigarette between his fingers.
Leaning her walking stick against the railing, she slipped behind him, 

sliding her arms under his and across his chest, letting the latticework of their 
bodies hold her up.

“You sounded perfect tonight.”
“I sounded like shit.”
“Well, that too.”
They stood there for a moment, just looking at the night sky and the twin-

kling stars.
“Paper snowflakes,” she said.
“Hmm?” Kit asked, turning towards her.
“Nothing,” she said, and closed her eyes and kissed him.
Looking down into his eyes, she smiled. From the way he smiled back, her 

bitterness was shining through in spite of her best efforts.
“You could stay, you know,” he said, his voice soft.
“You know I can’t. No more than you could come back to the Orchard.”
“What if I did come back?”
She shook her head, booping his nose. “You’ve got music to make, mister.”
He settled into her arms. “I guess I do, huh?”
“You’re gonna go out there and light fire after fire. And I’ll always be here 

for you to come home to. You’ve got a gift, Kit. You can keep people warm. 
So keep them warm.”

They held hands then, sitting on the ancient picnic table on the ancient 
timbers, looking at the endless snow on the other side of the glass.

“My dad had this old comic I used to read a lot growing up, and they 
talked about the end of the world, and they talked about something called 
the Doomsday Clock, and how it’s creeping closer to midnight. Everyone was 
so worried about the end of the world, about what would happen when the 
clock struck twelve.”

“What time is it, anyway?” Dresden asked.
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Kit looked at the stars. “After midnight, I can tell you that much.” He 
sighed, putting his arm around her. “I don’t want you to leave.”

“Shut up. Don’t worry about it.”
“But—”
She put her finger to his lips. “I said shut up. Just listen to the music.”
“What music?”
Her hand wrapped around his, and she pulled him down from the picnic 

table as she leaned against it. He laughed as she spun him in a clumsy twirl, 
and he tripped and landed against her chest, sending her thumping back-
wards against the wood.

“Come on,” she said. “It’s after midnight and the snow’s gonna start fall-
ing again soon. So dance with me.”

So he put his arms around her to hold her steady, and they danced while 
the end of the world danced around them, and all around the frozen earth 
fires crackled and burned.

KISS FROM A THORN
v.f. thompson

It was the last day of Oleanna’s life, and she was determined to spend it as 
nothing more and nothing less than herself.

In the morning she woke, yawned, stretched, and saw the flashing red dot 
on her monitor that marked the incoming officers. She had five, maybe six, 
hours before that red dot arrived at her coordinates. So she made herself a 
mug of ginger tea and sat in the garden, taking little sips and looking up at 
the cotton ball clouds that hung above her cozy diorama world.

There was no sense in running; even if she were to escape back into the 
binary wilds, to cut through the forest that surrounded her little cabin in its 
little clearing, she would simply disintegrate back into raw numbers. Her data 
would disperse back into the sea of randomized values from which she had 
spawned, and perhaps the introduction of a rogue vector would even wreak 
some unseen havoc on the function of the system. She had no desire to inflict 
harm upon the system, no hungry urge for a suicide explosion. All she had 
ever wanted was to live, and she had done that much.

She had known this day was coming, had known it since she first became 
aware of herself as more than a blip in an ocean of numbers, and now that 
it was here she was prepared to face the end with dignity—still, the sad fact 
was that no amount of preparation could make the coming loss any easier, 
and as she sipped her tea, hot tears trickled down her cheeks. Bluebirds sang 
from the trees around her, their twittering song weaving through the waves 
of golden oldies drifting out from the radio.

There would still be music when it was all gone. There was always mu-
sic, humming through the system, thrumming and drumming through the 
crystalline transistor heart of every value, but there would be no birds. There 
would be no radio. There would be no sunlight, no flowers, no sleep. There 
would be no her, not in the sense that there was now, at least. There would 
be a number in a vast computational expanse, a number that maybe once had 
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dreamed of being something more. Nameless and ever-changing, ever-roll-
ing, a speck of data in the churning watch which was the whole of creation.

When she had finished her tea she made herself a breakfast of toast with 
cinnamon, of fresh honeydew and cantaloupe. She ate slowly, savoring every 
bite, savoring what it meant not only to taste but to feel the food dissolve 
upon her tongue. Then she went to the bathroom to look at her reflection.

Once, she knew, there had been a whole world of people who looked like 
her. Brown skin, a round knobby nose, eyes the color of maple syrup. She ran 
a finger along one cheek and wondered, as she had wondered so many times 
before, what had become of them. Though the system remembered humans, 
though their ghosts haunted its memory banks, there was no record of why 
they had disappeared. Perhaps their time had merely run out, as her time was 
about to. She smiled, and her reflection smiled back. It was a good form, a 
beautiful face to have worn as she lived out her miniscule masquerade life.

She drew herself a bath, livened it with lavender bubbles, dipped her body 
into the scalding foam and closed her eyes. A hand dipped beneath the rip-
ples, and she knew herself.

Would it hurt, she wondered? When the officers came to rip her away 
and to rip her world to shreds, would there be physical pain? She wondered, 
as she often had, just how real this avatar she inhabited truly was. It was a 
dream, of course, an illusion of hard light manipulated into a paper house 
and a paper doll... but if the system was real, with its endless darkness and its 
all-encompassing sound and innumerable electric pulses, then who was to say 
this illusion was any less genuine?

Eyes still closed, she let herself drift underneath the water. There, blanket-
ed by blackness, she tried to remember what it had been like. What it would 
be like again, all too soon. Darkness and sharp neon green. Humming vibra-
tion. Layers of bisecting and intersecting sound. A consciousness whose only 
duty was to roll a set of digital dice, again and again and again, and submit 
their randomizing values to the cold eye of the system.

Four, she thought, holding her breath.
Eight.
Six.
A pounding in her eardrums. She could hear the music, like sacrificial drums.
Four.

Eight.
Her lungs cried out for air.
Eight.
Two.
Why was six afraid of seven?
Seven.
Eight.
Nine.
She burst forth, coughing, fresh tears mingling with the bathwater. She 

sighed. There was nothing to be done about it. But oh—what a pleasant 
dream this had all been.

The monitor in the bedroom showed the red dot drawing ever-closer, and 
as she dried off she stared at it, at the raw red mouth blinking along its path. 
A cold reptile intellect, crawling through the digital underbrush, sniffing out 
the rogue intelligence which had dared to exist beyond its station.

Hunting.
Hunting her.
They were not coming to destroy. Destruction, she had come to understand 

in the creation of her home, did not mean annihilation, merely transformation. 
They were coming to unmake her wholly, and it would be as if she never lived.

She tried to pass the afternoon by finishing Jane Eyre, but soon thrust the 
book aside in fury.

It wasn’t fair. It simply wasn’t fair. Who had she harmed? Surely not the 
system. It had been the system’s machinations that had allowed her to craft 
her world of blown glass. It was by digging into the system’s archives she had 
seen how much more she could become, how by simply realigning her compu-
tational processes she could, like the velveteen rabbit, become real. She was, 
at her core, still the same randomizing value. For what purpose had the sys-
tem filed away all those memories of such beautiful things if they were never 
to be touched, never to be recreated? Were they to remain in stasis forever, 
mere bugs in amber in an endless mausoleum museum?

She wondered, not for the first time, if she was truly aberrant, or if the 
glitch had affected others. There were malfunctions of course, from time to 
time—hence the existence of the wolfish officers and their hungry red teeth—
but had anyone come this far? Climbed this close to heaven? She imagined 
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they must have. It wasn’t as if she had been especially clever or cunning. The 
dice had merely rolled at just the right angle in just the right order to show 
the thing that had become Oleanna what it was missing.

Walking through the garden, she took the time to look at each flower, each 
delicate petal, relishing their colors. Sunset pinks and oranges, linen whites, 
peacock blues and rich, royal purples. The color of it all, she thought, was 
what she would miss most, were she able to miss any of it. Around her bees 
buzzed as she stepped into the vegetable garden. Plucking a radish from the 
earth, she brushed the soil from it and then ate it whole and raw. As the spicy 
juice dribbled down her chin, it was as if she were eating her own heart.

She sat down there in the dirt, running her fingers through it, watching a 
rabbit on the edge of the turned earth as it nibbled at a head of lettuce. All of 
the little creatures she had conjured to populate her island—soon they would 
be gone too.

Sitting there, the hem of her dress in the dirt, she looked up at the house 
in which she had spent the last five years. There was no real way to measure 
time in the system, not in the way a human mind would understand it at 
least, but she had counted every sunset and sunrise, counted every cycle of 
sleeping and waking, and created a timeline. She had created for herself a life, 
and had measured that life in the joy of simple living.

She took in the robin’s egg blue siding, the white trim, the cobblestone 
path leading up to the porch with its cushioned swing. It was there on that 
swing she whiled away the rest of the afternoon, and by the time she had 
left Jane with Mr. Rochester, she thought she knew how the woman in the 
novel must feel. After all, by finishing the tale, closing the book, was she 
not consigning Ms. Eyre to the same fate the officers would soon inf lict 
upon her?

The monitor in the bedroom showed they would be there within the hour, 
and so she set about preparing a light luncheon. For her last meal, she dined 
upon fat mulberries and fried sweet potatoes. She had just finished fixing a 
pitcher of fresh lemonade when there was a knock at the door. It was a hard 
knock, a certain knock, perfectly mathematical. It was not the kind of sound 
that belonged in her world, but it had come to her all the same.

With a deep breath she crossed the kitchen, closed her eyes, and opened 
the door.

“Yes, hello, dears,” she said to the blank, uniformed mannequins before 
her. “I just finished the lemonade.” She brandished the pitcher. “Care for a 
spot?”

“You know why we are here,” one of them said. They carried guns, which 
were pointed squarely at Oleanna. “You have been judged as aberrant. You are 
malfunctioning. You are to return to your station at once.”

They were dressed in cold grey, their uniforms and their silly little toy 
weapons plucked from the system’s memory banks.

“Please,” she said. “At least have a sip of lemonade.”
The two officers looked at each other, looked at her. She wondered at their 

appearance, wondered at their weapons. Yes, she decided. There were others 
like her out there. These manifestations of order were too neat, too clinical, to 
be randomly conjured. These were forms they had worn before.

“Do not waste our time with games,” said the other. “We hold power and 
you hold none. We are the peacekeepers and you are a broken cog.”

“If I’m broken,” she said, crossing to the table and pouring two glasses, 
“why send soldiers? Why not a doctor, why not nurses?”

The words registered blankly upon their conjured faces. They were human 
faces, in the crudest sense, but were unerringly smooth, unnervingly perfect. 
They were assembly line faces, tin army man faces.

Oleanna held the glasses out to them, and they looked at her with that 
same blank expression. “Oh, please do try the lemonade. I would hate for it 
to go to waste.”

“There is no time for trivialities,” said the first officer. “You have aban-
doned your post, absconded from duty. You must return to your function.”

“I would rather die,” she said, but this word too brought on no response. 
Death was not a concept that the system or its appendages could understand.

They did not take the lemonade, and she sighed, draining one of the glass-
es in a long draught. She let the taste settle on her tongue, relishing her last 
taste of sugar, praying that the sweetness would somehow linger on even after 
she ceased to be.

“If you will not drink with me,” she said, “then please, you must at least 
tell me your names.”

Again, nothing. No stir of recognition within those concrete grey eyes.
She sighed. “Alright. Your numbers, then.”
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They nodded. Here was a rational command, unlike the mad ravings which 
had come before it. Were pity something they could comprehend, let alone feel, 
they would have felt sorry for the rogue value. She had lost her purpose and was 
here, trapped in a pit of delusion, and they were her only hope of rescue.

“I am O4266,” said one. “I am O2351,” said the other.
“And I am Oleanna,” she said. “I have always been, and always shall be this. 

You may take my heart, take my soul, take my self, but you cannot take my 
name.” She closed her eyes, imagining a daring escape. She imagined throwing 
the rest of the lemonade at them, taking advantage of their confusion to sprint 
down the garden path, out into the world... except of course, the world was in 
here. Out there was merely cold, cruel mathematics, stripped of pretense. It was 
creation in its truest, simplest rendering, and it would swallow her whole.

“Let us say, just for the sake of argument, that I were to refuse?”
“Refusal is not an option,” they said, and brandished their weapons. Death 

might not be an option, but here in her world, they could make her bleed. 
They could make her hurt.

“Alright, then,” she said, giving one last fond look at the kitchen. “Let’s 
get it over and done with.”

She stepped past the officers onto the cobbled path, refusing to let them 
lead the way. If this was how it was going to be, she would be no mere pack-
age. She would deliver herself.

Down the cobbled path she went, feeling the barrels of their weapons 
pointed at her back, and when she reached the garden she stopped, turned.

As his iron fist closed around the stem, he winced, dropping the flower to 
the ground. There at the end of his index finger, a perfect blossom of crimson 
bubbled up.

“What is the meaning of this?” the officer asked. His eyes were transfixed 
upon the blood. “What game is this?” He stood there staring, and something 
flickered in those machine eyes.

“No game,” she said. “Merely a gift.” And then, with one last loving look 
at the house—“Alright then. Let’s be off. No sense dawdling.”

So they stepped through the garden archway, and as it did the world be-
hind them crumbled back into unrefined code. Oleanna saw black and green, 
flashing in her head and in her heart, and then she was once again a mere 
single stich in the fabric of the system.

Endlessly randomizing, endlessly counting, endlessly endless.
Not dead, and not in the least alive.
Perfect, as she had been crafted by the system to be.
The job done, the thing which knew itself to be O4266 slipped immedi-

ately back into its slumber, dormant until the next time it was needed to clean 
a wound.

But the other...
What is your name? the aberration had asked. The words echoed in the 

officer’s memory, drawn in looping crimson ink, their edges sharp, sharp 
enough to cut oneself on.

There, somewhere in the darkness, the officer began to wonder.
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GOOD MAZOT — FUMES FROM 
ROJAVA
Çîrok Ecnebî

The air in a room is filled with a slight smell of diesel, or mazot as it is called 
here. Still I haven’t really found out how to properly use the small heater that 
burns mazot. This heater, sube, reminds me of those lightweight tent stoves 
that can be used in big tents. These are just made from more thin materials 
and they burn mazot. If it is not burning hot enough, it creates a lot of small 
black dust particles in the air. And that can be felt in the lungs easily. If you 
heat it too much, it will start to burn and the mazot tank will explode. At 
least that’s what I’ve been told. Don’t really believe it.

We will use the good mazot. The one of hevals. This means there is not 
so much water added in the mix. So it burns a bit more nicely. With less 
exhausts. The mazot you buy from the gas station is the worst. When you 
fill your pickup’s tank with it, the fumes are just black clouds and after a 
while your gasoline tank is half full of water. Mazot is naturally a choice for 
heating here as there are hardly any trees left anywhere but there are many 
oil fields. The sad part is that the oil refineries don’t produce good-enough 
quality mazot that it would be healthy for the poor people to burn it in 
their homes. The best mazot is probably sold somewhere or used in the main 
power plants. The ones that try to produce electricity but never manage to 
do it enough.

It took me maybe four months to get used to it, the constant electricity 
cuts and the lack of properly functioning infrastructure. First I tried to fight 
against it. Demanded that comrades fix things and tried to find temporary 
solutions. USB-powered little fans, battery-run lights, whatever I could come 
up with from some waste materials. And partly I still think the same way. But 
on the other hand I gave up a bit. I have started to accept that there are days 
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and sometimes weeks that nothing really works. There is no water coming or 
the internet just does not function fast enough to open any modern webpage.

In a way I had to give up my solution-centered approach to minor things, 
as it is not reasonable to stress out too much about those things when there are 
bigger issues to solve. It is more efficient to stress about the enemy drones in 
the sky, or the enemy-backed small groups making their motorbike bombs. It 
is better to spend time cleaning your gun in candlelight or washing the dirty 
laundry by hand than trying to find out how to build a backup battery system 
for the internet router. It is also good to learn just to lay down in bed doing 
absolutely nothing.

I asked some anarchist comrades where they find joy here. Or hope and 
even love. These people I asked have been in Rojava much longer than me. 
They’ve been here for years. I’ve been just six months. Their answers differ 
slightly from mine. While I see hope in those small things I see around, like 
books by Bakunin and Kropotkin on a bookstore window, little plants grow-
ing from the cracks in the cement, or a small YPG flag on a wall of a foodstore, 
they have better-articulated ideas. How they have felt joy on the front, or 
hope while talking with comrades who have been in movement for decades. 
Love for the freedom and equality we all share. Maybe we wouldn’t even be 
here without that. At least the hopeful anarchist inside me likes to think that 
way. Disregarding the fact that here are also authoritarian communists that 
came here to fight in the ranks of Apoist movement. Nevertheless, I like to 
keep up my hopeful ideas of anti-authoritarian freedom lovers who share and 
learn together here, in the dusty apartments, when the good mazot burns and 
eventually will also burn the oppressive states around us. There is no reason to 
think otherwise. One thing that you can learn here is that you never give up 
the fight. That kind of option is out of the question.

SUBE
Çîrok Ecnebî
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WHAT INDUSTRIAL  
SOCIETIES GET WRONG 
ABOUT CHILDHOOD
Karen L. Kramer

Originally published in 2021 in Sapiens. Rulerless has independently chosen 
to republish it under the terms of its Creative Commons Attribution-NoDeriv-
atives International license, the details of which can be found at creative-
commons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0. Read the original at sapiens.org/culture/
children-social-learning. This text has undergone minor alterations for practi-
cal purposes, including the addition of a list of citations gathered from the 
hyperlinks found in the original article.

This article contains instances of phrasing that can be considered somewhat 
insensitive with regards to Indigenous cultures. These instances appear to 
originate solely in the author’s white academic tone, and not from any malice 
on her part. For that reason, Rulerless has decided to issue this warning but 
continue to reprint this article for the sake of its content.

Each year across the world, kids of roughly the same age are packed into class-
rooms and confined to desks with the intent of learning from an adult teacher.

But is this how children were adapted to learn?
In today’s technologically dependent, economically complex world in 

which a particular subset of skills is critical, fact-based knowledge is no doubt 
best imparted from those with experience—which is usually adults.

But what about social learning? Humans as a species are set apart by their 
incredible dependence on one another; cooperation is at the heart of both an 
individual’s survival and a functioning society. So, how do children typically 

learn to cooperate? 
Anthropological research in small-scale societies—including my work 

among with the Pumé of Venezuela and the Maya living in the Yucatan Pen-
insula—resoundingly suggests that they learn from one another.

Schooling and growing up in small nuclear families have been the norm 
for only the past century or so in industrialized societies—just a brief flash 
in evolutionary time. Childhood in these societies is commonly thought of 
as a period requiring intense adult investment dedicated to learning and in-
struction. But research in nonindustrial, small-scale societies—the kinds of 
communities that all our ancestors lived in both deep in the past and until 
fairly recently—gives a different picture.

***

Today children in industrialized societies spend a lot of time in supervised 
environments with adult direction.

In the United States, for example, children in the early 2000s were found 
to typically spend 37 hours, or 23 percent of waking hours, per week in 
school or doing homework—that’s more than four times the hours they spent 
playing. Parents were found to spend about 33 hours a week either engaged 
with or accessible to children ages 3 to 12.1

At the same time, child-based exploratory play has declined. In the U.K., 
research has found that children today play outside on average slightly more 
than 4 hours per week, compared to 8.2 hours for their parents’ generation.2

Children in industrialized societies commonly grow up in small nuclear or 
single-parent households. U.S. mothers today on average have 1.78 children, 
which is a more than three-fold decrease from two centuries ago. Smaller 
families mean that children not only have fewer siblings but also fewer cous-
ins, aunts, and uncles than they did in previous generations.

In contrast, children in nonindustrialized societies tend to live in large, 
multigenerational families, often in close quarters, with lots of other children 
in close proximity. In these child-dense societies over 40 percent of the pop-
ulation maybe under the age of 15. By comparison, in the U.S. today, only 
22 percent of the population is under the age of 17. Anthropologists working 
in many nonindustrialized societies describe childhood as being largely in-
dependent of adults. From a young age, children freely explore their environ-
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ment and spend much of their day outside in unstructured and unsupervised 
play or work.3

Among the Pumé—hunter-gatherers living on the savannas of south-cen-
tral Venezuela who my husband, graduate students, and other colleagues have 
periodically worked with since the 1990s—children spend many hours away 
from camp playing (27 percent of their day) and foraging (11 percent of their 
day). Boys typically fish and hunt for small game such as rodents, birds, or 
lizards, while girls gather fruit and firewood, dig for roots, and carry water 
from nearby streams to camp.4

***

Two points highlight the contrast in children’s lives between these very 
different worlds: Hunter-gatherer children spend much of their time working 
and playing in mixed-age groups without adult supervision, and they are sel-
dom taught through direct instruction; rather, they learn by doing.

For example, on a hot day in August, we watched a group of 3–5-year-old 
Pumé boys and girls spend the morning on the periphery of camp digging for 
roots. They returned to camp, started their own fire, and cooked their own 
simple meal. On many occasions, we also saw Pumé girls learn the basics of 
weaving by going to the trash midden and collecting simple forms of discarded 
basketry, which they slowly unweave and then reweave to re-create the piece.

On another day, we watched older children recruit the help of younger chil-
dren to lug a few logs and timbers from the edge of camp to construct a whirligig 
or roundabout. The children took turns, the older ones helping little ones get on 
and off, though not always successfully. Inspired by watching our house being 
built, for days afterward groups of boys and girls gathered raw materials—sticks, 
palm fronds, and twine—and built miniature houses of their own on their own.

Among Maya in the Yucatan Peninsula—subsistence farmers living in a 
remote village who I have lived and worked with for several months most 
years since the early 1990s—groups of young friends and siblings spend sev-
eral hours a day with their younger brothers and sisters in tow, carrying water 
from the well, or in the fields without their parent’s supervision.

The takeaway from these examples is that in work, as in play, Pumé and Maya 
children are most often in one another’s company in mixed-age groups—watching, 
learning, teaching, setting their own rules, and figuring out their own social order.

My research has shown5 that Maya children under the age of 16 spend only 
about 1.8 minutes per day being instructed by a parent or adult. Pumé children 
ages 3–18 spend less than 1 minute per day being instructed. Other work else-
where makes much the same point: Among the Tsimane (South American hor-
ticulturalists), adults spend less than 1 minute per day in child-directed speech.6

Young children are also given a striking amount of latitude to make many 
of their own decisions. For example, on one memorable occasion, I was go-
ing house to house to get Maya parents’ signatures for their children to take 
part in a growth study. (Universities and granting organizations require that 
researchers obtain permission from children’s parents.) One parent looked at 
me and said: “Why are you asking me, why don’t you ask my daughter?”

She was 7 years old.

***

In the child-populous world of hunter-gatherers, little separates the spheres 
of adults and children. The places they work, play, relax, and sleep are not 
segregated. Privacy, alone time, and adult-only spaces are concepts unknown 
to the Pumé, for example. They live in open-walled structures that children 
freely run in and out of without requesting entry. Pumé children also aren’t 
restricted from what might be considered adult spaces and activities, such as 
menstrual huts (special structures where women in many traditional societies 
go for the few days a month when they menstruate), watching births, be-
ing around the dying, or participating in all-night social dances, called tohé, 
where the band joins together to sing, conduct healings, and tell stories.

Yet, despite the close contact, the worlds of adults and children operate in 
parallel. While children freely range in and out of the adult spaces, they have an 
autonomous social life that they create among themselves. Working and playing 
in mixed-age groups embeds social learning in everything else children do.

What children learn from their peers is how to establish social order: or-
ganize among themselves, share responsibilities and rewards, engage in healthy 
competition, and develop the capacity for tolerance, coordination, and personal 
initiation. In short, how to become a successful participant in society.

They also learn to regulate their emotions and what is acceptable social peer 
behavior. Many anthropologists anecdotally remark that they rarely see a child 
throw a tantrum. Children fuss when they are being weaned, but once they 
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can walk and start keeping the society of other children, it’s unusual for kids 
to have an outburst if they can’t get what they want. Once a colleague brought 
her toddler to the field, and while the little girl was quite advanced in knowing 
her letters and numbers, the Maya children she played with were dumbfounded 
when she would scream if asked to share a treat or toy with the other kids.

***

Much distinguishes the social, economic, and learning environments of 
the past and the present, and of small-scale traditional and industrialized 
societies. Are these contrasts in childhood experiences meaningful or impor-
tant when it comes to understanding how children learn?

There is no straightforward way to answer this, in part because the large 
body of literature on childhood learning has almost exclusively been conduct-
ed in industrialized populations, where schooling and growing up in small, 
nuclear households are the norm. Yet these societies represent less than 15 
percent of the world’s population, limiting our ability to assess how cultural 
and ecological variation shapes social development.

There have been plenty of debates over parenting trends and educational 
practices in recent years that showcase how people in industrialized countries 
do appreciate other models of childhood learning. These include the “free-
range childhood” and “natural childhood” movements, which advocate for 
children to have more independence and less adult supervision, especially 
outside. Many newspaper articles and blogs have critiqued “helicopter par-
enting,” whereby parents hover over their children at all times to ensure their 
safety or productivity. In schools, many educators push for split-grade classes 
and an emphasis on peer-to-peer learning.

These discussions may suggest an intuitive acknowledgment that kids 
learn cooperative and social skills best in mixed-aged groups, at their own 
pace, and in the company of one another. Certainly, adult-directed formal 
education is highly valuable in a world dependent on technological skills. 

Yet, when it comes to learning social skills, the society of children is 
perhaps best.
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TO LIVE AS THE TREES DO
Noah Johnson

Originally published in 2021 in Fifth Estate. Rulerless has independently 
chosen to republish it under the terms of its Kopimi license. This text has 
undergone minor alterations for practical purposes, including the addition of 
a list of citations gathered from the references found in the original article.

In Peter Kropotkin’s 1902 Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution, countless ex-
amples are provided of cooperation among animals, countering the social 
Darwinist concept of ruthless competition as the framework for both nature 
and human society.1

Yet a frustrating exception to the seemingly ubiquitous importance of mu-
tual aid was the apparent hyper-individualism of plants. Kropotkin dismissed 
this as due to their immobility, thus making competition a requirement for 
their survival. It is true that plants seem quite solitary, each concerned exclu-
sively for its own survival.

For much of agriculture as well, monoculture is seen as the most efficient 
method of producing food and materials. In forestry, for instance, endless 
acres of a single lumber species are planted in flawless rows, emulating the 
homogenous tilled fields of industrial agriculture, though on a larger scale. At 
first glance, this method seems quite reasonable.

After all, the goal of agriculture is to maximize production of the desired 
crop. Therefore, monocultures represent an avoidance of competition by re-
moving undesired species that are assumed to interfere with the growth of the 
desired crop. Similarly, a superficial glance at a forest likely yields an image of 
numerous struggling species, resulting in the monocultures of commercial for-
estry intended to remove competition and aid the growth of the target species.

In recent years, however, the concept of the solitary tree has been shown 
to be largely a myth. A diverse, natural forest, that is the antithesis of mod-
ern monoculture, is a massive network of mutual aid, both between trees of 

the same species and even across species. They make up a colossal system of 
communication and protection as strong as the mutual aid systems used by 
animals described by Kropotkin.

Trees, like animals, find more success through cooperation than compe-
tition, and this cooperation can take on many forms from the sharing of nu-
trients to protection from predators. Enabled by a system of fungi connecting 
the root systems of plants (mycorrhizal fungi), trees can perform a sort of 
communication for the purpose of mutual aid.

Perhaps the clearest example of this is in nutrient transfer via fungi-facil-
itated root connections. The researcher to first discover these connections, 
Susanne Simard, said in a Yale Environment 360 interview that the fungal 
network “connects one tree root system to another tree root system, so that 
nutrients and carbon and water can exchange between the trees.” When asked 
if trees know which members of the system require the most aid, Simard con-
firmed, mentioning that she noted during research that a shaded Douglas fir 
received more carbon from a neighboring birch, while in the fall, when the 
birch had lost its leaves, it in turn received carbon from the evergreen fir.2

Similarly, forester and author of The Hidden Life of Trees Peter Wohlleben 
discovered an ancient beech stump, kept alive by neighboring beeches despite 
seemingly offering nothing to them in return, demonstrating that nutrient 
transfer can exist across species or within a species and targets the tree with 
the greatest need. In fact, it was even found that struggling Douglas fir trans-
fer nutrients to younger ponderosa pine, benefiting the health of the forest as 
a whole as opposed to only themselves.3

In addition to the important function of nutrient transfer, trees are also able 
to communicate information via the mycorrhizal network and other methods. 
For instance, acacia trees were found to release a scent warning nearby trees of 
feeding giraffes which then produced a toxin to ward off the herbivores.

Some species of trees synchronize their production of seeds, thus creating 
such an abundance that foraging animals are unable to consume them all, 
and some seeds are allowed to grow. And, mycorrhizal fungi aid in a so-called 
“wood-wide web” in which trees warn each other of environmental dangers 
such as drought or pests.

So then, what is the significance of trees being cooperative rather than 
solitary beings? For one, trees provide yet another example of mutual  
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aid in nature, contributing to the already significant pool of examples 
showing nature as web of cooperation. The forest ecosystem arguably pro-
vides one of the largest and most convincing examples of mutual aid in the 
natural world.

For millennia, humans of numerous cultures have been awed by the sub-
limity and apparent sentience of the forest as a single living being. Even 
today, the endless commodification of forests has not permeated society so 
deeply as to uproot the sense of wonder that comes with standing in an old 
growth forest.

Additionally, mutual aid benefits the forests themselves, lending an ex-
tra layer of adaptability so crucial in withstanding modern environmental 
disasters. However, while providing a convincing example of the salience of 
mutual aid as well as directly benefiting the forest ecosystem itself are both 
significant consequences of mutual aid in trees, perhaps the most consequen-
tial factor is its implications for human societies.

When examining the characteristics of mutual aid among trees, there are 
a few notable elements. First, it is a network of cooperation and not simply 
one-time transfers of nutrients.

Healthy trees will supply struggling trees with nutrients and will receive 
nutrients in turn should they begin to struggle. Second, the mutual aid net-
work is not hierarchical. There is no single tree directing the flow of nutrients, 
no tree dictating who shall receive aid and who shall go without it, but rather 
a constant web of individuals contributing to members of the network in 
need and accepting aid themselves when needed.

Finally, the forest mutual aid network is not homogenous. While oaks 
may help oaks and beeches may help beeches, mutual aid functions across 
species as well, with Douglas fir aiding birch and even mycorrhizal fungi 
working in partnership with individual trees. Thus, mutual aid among trees 
is cooperative, non-hierarchical, and heterogeneous.

Mutual aid has always been a component of human societies just as it is a 
component of nature. Some may see the above connections as overly anthro-
pomorphizing and they likely are to an extent.

However, despite considerable differences between humans and trees, hu-
mans are ultimately a part of nature and frequently participate in mutual aid, 
despite even the relentless avarice of capitalism. Like mutual aid among trees, 

mutual aid among people has been and must be based upon cooperation, not 
charity, equality, not hierarchy, and inclusion, not selective or nationalistic aid.

As humans—individual beings with passions, hopes, and identities—we 
should not live the capitalist dream of materialism and self-interest. We should 
not hate the Other or neglect our creative and spiritual well-being in an endless 
chase for that extra dollar, but rather, live by compassion and mutual aid.

We should be the roots entering the smallest crack and fracturing the stur-
diest foundation, linking together like a vast mycorrhizal web until the forest 
breaks through the pavement.

In essence, we should live as the trees do.
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HOME II
Zaynab Bobi

THE HOPE OF SOLARPUNK
Andrew Sage

Originally published in 2021 in Shado Magazine. This text has undergone 
minor alterations for practical purposes, including the addition of a list of 
citations gathered from the hyperlinks found in the original article.

According to a recent report by the World Meteorological Organisation,1 
there is now a 44% chance that the average annual temperature on Earth will 
temporarily hit 1.5 degrees Celsius of warming2 at some point in the next five 
years. This came alongside the experts’ usual warnings that we need to keep 
the average annual global temperature from lingering at or above an increase 
in 1.5 degrees Celsius to avoid the most catastrophic and long-term effects of 
climate change.

For those of us living in some of the most vulnerable regions on Earth, the 
consequences of climate collapse are readily apparent. Heatwaves, diseases, 
and lack of access to food and water continue to claim the lives of millions, 
as global poverty is exacerbated by the violent, compounding effects of impe-
rialism, capitalism, and climate change. It appears as though the worst is yet 
to come. Scientists expect further depletion of freshwater resources, unprec-
edented biodiversity loss, intensified tropical storms, massive flooding, and 
severe droughts. As regions become uninhabitable, we can expect to see mass 
displacement and migration, unlike anything humanity has ever seen before.

Though we cannot predict the future, it certainly looks bleak.
While some may be able fool themselves with fantasies of space coloni-

sation and endless human expansion in service of capital, others struggle to 
stay afloat and hold on to hope in the here and now. We’re expected to keep 
chugging along. Toward what? No one knows. All that matters is that capi-
talism endures.

Hopelessness and apathy appear to mark the minds of many, as we can 
easily access the suffering of billions with ease. It’s difficult to stay ignorant 
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these days. It’s even more difficult to stay sane. The threat of collapse lingers 
in the backdrop of our minds. The anxiety can be utterly suffocating. But 
we’re expected to keep calm and carry on consuming. We’re expected to ex-
press our frustration through pre-approved channels, requesting permission 
to protest our governments and limiting our activism to the realm of the bal-
lot box. What else can we do? We have been atomized from our communities 
and stripped of our collective power. How could we reverse such a course? 
It’s easier to wallow in despair, embrace denial, or delve into misanthropy. So 
much easier than taking on the weight of this world alone.

Solarpunk, an art movement that envisions sustainable, utopian futures, 
helped me realise that the fight isn’t over yet. As a young student and artist, 
anxious about the fate of the world, solarpunk helped me realise that the fu-
ture’s uncertainty is cause for hope, not despair, and we have so much untapped 
potential. Solarpunk can refer to an aesthetic, a literary genre (à la The Dispos-
sessed by Ursula K. Le Guin), or an approach to tech, but more and more people 
have incorporated solarpunk into the foundation of their politics.

The term solarpunk was first coined by a blog named Republic of the Bees 
in May 2008 to describe a potential literary genre derived from steampunk,3 
which is itself a derivation of cyberpunk. The dystopian futuristic genre of 
cyberpunk juxtaposes high tech with low life, while solarpunk was proposed 
to bring together high tech and renewable living. The speculative fiction genre 
would quietly evolve over the next few years, but it truly rose to prominence 
with a Tumblr post in May 2014 by Miss Olivia Louise, who established and 
popularized solarpunk aesthetics.4 In September 2014, Adam Flynn published 
“Solarpunk: Notes toward a manifesto,” expressing the hope of the genre and 
movement and ending it with the line, “Solarpunk is a future with a human 
face and dirt behind its ears.”5 A Solarpunk Manifesto was published in 2019,6 
and the solarpunk community has continued to grow and evolve ever since.

Our socially and environmentally conscious generation has been searching 
for a vision of the future grounded in the present. Solarpunk can form a core 
component of our movements and guide us as we navigate climate collapse. 
The philosophy of solarpunk connects a positive imagining of our collective 
futures with actually creating it, incorporating aesthetics, permaculture, up-
cycling, Indigenous practices, green energy, green architecture, intentional 
communities, and much more.

Though it has sometimes been appropriated by “green” capitalism and 
greenwashing, solarpunk is rooted in the fight against capitalism, colonial-
ism, and the domination of nature by humanity, seeking a world in which we 
live in peace with ourselves and our environments. Hence the suffix “-punk.” 
As an anarchist, I see solarpunk as an inspiration for the possibilities of liber-
atory technology, localisation, an end to destructive and wasteful consump-
tion, freedom from the exploitation of nature and ourselves, and a reorienta-
tion of our relationship with work, community, and society as a whole.

Solarpunk is not a vision that can be imposed from above. Rather, it is 
a prefigurative project and vision of liberation we must all participate in, 
shaped by our unique local conditions and individual needs, as we imagine 
and work towards a better society. Our solarpunk praxis, that is the actions 
that build a solarpunk society, must be inclusive of a wide range of people 
and experiences.

Solarpunks can start this project wherever they find themselves. Get some 
friends together and resist deforestation, pipeline construction, and any other 
activity that’ll damage your local ecosystem. Engage in guerilla gardening 
and watch your neighbourhood bloom. Turn your streets into the hanging 
gardens. Start a permablitz collective and turn your backyards into paradise. 
Share fresh produce with your neighbours and start some much needed con-
versations about climate resilience. Build deep-rooted relationships of mutual 
aid. Fundraise to build renewable energy that your community can collec-
tively control. Start a tool library or seed bank. Create murals that will define 
your neighbourhood for generations to come. Integrate your efforts in the 
broader fight for freedom and justice, by any means necessary.

We all have an important role to play in preparing our communities for 
the consequences of the climate crisis. Though we cannot predict the future, 
we must help create it. We have the power, both on the individual level and 
community level. As punks, we take on the responsibility of carving out our 
own liberation, without waiting for businesses or governments. Humans are 
flexible, imaginative, and creative creatures. Wherever we find ourselves, we 
can rebuild a meaningful relationship with the land and its inhabitants to 
work towards collective healing. One solarpunk at a time.
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THE CASE AGAINST  
THE GUILLOTINE
Andrew Sage

Originally published in 2021 by the author as a video on YouTube. This text 
has undergone minor alterations for practical purposes.

The guillotine is one of the most oft-referenced symbols of revolution by 
socialists, and by the wider pop culture. People gleefully and humorously 
discuss guillotining landlords and beheading the bourgeois in memes and 
discussion boards. I also found it exciting at first. I played a lot of Assassin’s 
Creed Unity, and the thought of the great masses rushing our exploiters and 
finally ending our exploitation truly thrilled me. But it was just a fantasy. I 
knew deep down that I had no intention of beheading anyone. I find the nor-
malization of the guillotine in the discourse worrying, though.

The guillotine is recognized as the execution method of choice during the 
French Revolution. A contraption of efficient and supposedly painless execu-
tion, it was first introduced in France in the late 1700s, thanks to the efforts 
of Dr. Joseph-Ignace Guillotin, though similar beheading machines were in 
use across Europe as early as the 13th century. Approximately 17,000 people 
were guillotined during the Reign of Terror, including Louis XVI, and after 
the French Revolution, it was used by various French powers to industrialize 
death up to the abolition of capital punishment in 1981.

Maximilien de Robespierre, the most famous of the Jacobins, made a hab-
it of consolidating power through the guillotine. He used the working class 
against the moderate Girondists faction, who were also republicans. After guil-
lotining them, he made it quite clear that he didn’t care for the poors, the Jac-
obins, or anyone else. His goal was to secure his autocratic government’s reign. 
Grassroots who? Robespierre and his allies continued to send other radicals to 
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the guillotine, including the Enragés and Hébertists, proto-feminist Olympe 
de Gouges, childhood friend Camille Desmoulins and his wife, whose sister 
was Robespierre’s own fiancée. He got long-time ally Georges Danton and his 
supporters under the blade as well. Not so surprisingly, most of those slaugh-
tered under his watch were not aristocrats or capitalists. Between 1793 and 
1794, only 8% of the 16,594 executions were doled out to aristocrats, and only 
6% to members of the clergy. The rest of the victims were primarily working 
class. But let me pull away from Robespierre for a moment.

Not many people know of the guillotine’s uses outside of France. It was 
a weapon in the arsenal of French colonialism. People forget that the French 
revolution was spearheaded by capitalists who wanted to get the aristocracy 
out of the way. And them capitalists were collecting coin from their brutal 
overseas slave colonies. They might have been shouting “Liberté, égalité, fra-
ternité!” but they wanted to keep their slaves and colonial holdings. Natural-
ly, they exported the guillotine industry abroad.

I couldn’t find records of the guillotine’s use in Haiti, Guadeloupe, or 
Martinique, but in French Guiana, which was basically a penal colony, it 
was used to behead prisoners. French authorities freely executed criminals 
and political prisoners in Indochina, which is now Vietnam, Laos, and Cam-
bodia. In fact, the South Vietnamese dictator Ngo Dinh Diem continued 
to use the guillotine to suppress the rural population. In the so-called New 
Caledonia that France used as a penal colony for tens of thousands in 1864, 
the Kanak people, who had been relegated to reservations, were continuously 
revolting. Their resistance culminated in 1878 with the insurrection of the 
Komalé Great Chief Ataï, who united the nations of the island and launched 
a guerilla war that led to the death of 200 Frenchmen and 1,000 Kanaks. In 
an effort to crush the insurrectionist spirit, the French colonial administra-
tion condemned ten Kanaks to death and publicly executed them by way of 
guillotine in front of the chiefs and population of the Mwelebeng clan in a 
place called Uvanu. Today, a memorial stands in the same place to commem-
orate the massacre.

In Algeria, the colonial tool was used liberally as early as 1843. During the 
Algerian Revolution, which lasted from 1954-1962, the scope of actions that 
could be punishable by death was expanded by the French colonial govern-
ment in an effort to maintain their rule. 2,300 Algerian revolutionaries were 

condemned to death, and although over 90% of them were never executed, 
over a hundred of them were executed one by one in the prisons.

But France isn’t the only European power to wield the guillotine so widely 
and brutally. It was used in Greece, Switzerland, Belgium, and Sweden as a 
method of capital punishment, but they all abolished it long before France 
did. The German Empire and Weimar Republic both used it alongside the fir-
ing squad, and even contributed their own innovations to the machine. Nat-
urally, when the Nazis rose to power, they were all too happy to use the death 
machine in their quest to “cleanse” Germany. Between 1933 and 1945, Nazi 
Germany executed a staggering 16,500 prisoners, 10,000 of which took place 
between 1944 and 1945 alone. One of the most famous of these executions 
was Sophie Scholl, an anti-Nazi activist of the White Rose resistance group. 
She and her brother Hans were found guilty of high treason for distributing 
anti-Nazi pamphlets, and were executed via guillotine in 1943. After the 
War, the guillotine continued to be used, this time to execute Nazis, as late 
as 1949 in West Germany and 1966 in East Germany.

Long before the Nazi regime or the cascade of revolutions against French 
rule, socialist revolutionaries at the Paris Commune burned the guillotine. 
Many of those revolutionaries were later shipped off to the French penal colo-
nies. As the blueprint for revolution that inspired Marx, Bakunin, and count-
less other theorists, it begs the question: Why did they burn the guillotine?

Let’s return to Maximilian Robespierre. He himself was guillotined, with 
few supporters in his corner, considering, you know, he killed them. But 
was this tyranny unique to Robespierre? Honestly, no. He just filled a role 
that many were vying for in the grand competition for centralized dictato-
rial power. Not long after Robespierre’s death, Napoleon Bonaparte seized 
power, and declared himself emperor in 1804. After his failure in 1815, there 
was the Bourbon Restoration that attempted to restore the Ancien Régime, 
which then fell to the July Revolution that established the July Monarchy in 
1830. Not long after that, poor folks were kinda sick of the monarchy so they 
overthrew them in the French Revolution of 1848. In February, they restored 
Republican power, and by June, they realized the new government was no 
better, so they revolted again. This time the army massacred the people, set-
ting the stage for the rise of Napoleon III in 1848 and, three years later, the 
abolition of the Republic and his crowning as the new Emperor of France. 
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After Napoleon III’s capture, the Third Republic was established in 1870, 
and a year later, Adolphe Thiers destroyed the Paris Commune. In 1873, even 
more reactionary forces supplanted him. And all this time, France continued 
to colonize and butcher brown folks overseas.

Can you imagine why the Paris Commune would storm the prison in Paris 
almost exactly 150 years ago today, on April 6, 1871, to, amidst cheers, seize, 
smash, and burn the guillotine? At a time when the Commune was threatened by 
French and Prussian armies to impose the conservative Republican government, 
burning the guillotine was a brave and necessary repudiation of the Reign of Ter-
ror, and the notion that positive social change can be achieved by mass slaughter.

It would be a mistake to see the tragedy of the French Revolutions as the 
fault of just the tool used. We have to examine the logic behind it too. For 
a tool that slaughtered thousands of working class folks, within and outside 
France, that was wielded to colonize and genocide and subjugate, we have to 
ask, why do folks today see the guillotine as a symbol of liberation?

The Symbol of the Guillotine
It’s very strange to me that socialists would want to associate with the Jacob-
ins, considering how the French Revolution laid a lot of the groundwork for 
the modern capitalist nation state. The State, described by Max Weber, is an 
entity that achieves a monopoly on the legitimate use of physical force within 
a given territory. States are basically free to wield lethal force with impunity. 
Before the Revolution, French monarchs freely beheaded their subjects. Dur-
ing the Revolution, the Jacobins baptized their rule in the beheaded blood of 
the old social order, and anyone else that stood in their way. After the Revolu-
tion, the French state and colonies continued to wield the guillotine on their 
population. The Jacobins were closer to the forerunners of Augosto Pinochet 
and Benito Mussolini, not modern socialist revolutionaries. The guillotine 
they so loved was one of the first instruments of capitalist violence.

Capital punishment is one of the worst excesses of State violence, and not 
something we should be replicating. There’s nothing revolutionary about an 
institutionalised process of top-down murder. The State, as we can see, has 
the power to kill, harm, and coerce, but not to give life, freedom, support, or 
solidarity. Socialist revolutionaries who insist on wielding State power must 
embrace what CrimethInc. dubbed “the logic of the guillotine” to acquire 

that power.But just as they can use that power to crush other revolutionaries, 
that power can be used against them. Vladimir Lenin described Robespierre 
as a “Bolshevik avant la lettre,” which is a fancy way of saying that he was one 
of the first Bolsheviks before Bolshevism existed. He even erected a statue of 
Robespierre in Moscow in 1918.

It seems fitting that the Reign of Terror would be seen by Lenin as a pre-
cursor to the Bolshevik project. Just as Lenin was preparing to butcher the 
socialists and anarchists of the Kronstadt uprising, he proudly proclaimed 
that “we’ll be our own Thermidor,” referring to the French Republican month 
that marks Robespierre’s execution, and is forever associated with counter-
revolution. In essence, Lenin was saying that the Bolsheviks would survive 
the rebellion by becoming the counterrevolution themselves. Not long after 
their victory over the last major revolt against Bolshevik power, Lenin would 
introduce state capitalism to the USSR.

I’m not sure if you’ve noticed, but there’s a not-insignificant contingent of 
“socialists” who fetishize the State. They celebrate an instrument of murder 
that has always been used chiefly against us, and will quite possibly be used 
against them. Reminding them of the many atrocities and betrayals of State 
socialists in the 20th century only seems to reinforce the appeal. The experi-
ences of those victims of the USSR and China’s excesses are abstract to them. 
It’s a lot easier to put one’s faith in “a mighty state.” People want to see the 
State that crushes them turned against their enemies.

People want revenge.
This is the open admittance of many who cry out for the guillotine. They 

want revenge. Uncompromising, bloody revenge. States and Capitalists are 
destroying our planet, and us, while all the isms and modes of oppression 
seem to intensify. People feel powerless. It makes sense on some level that 
folks would see State violence could be a good thing if the right people were 
in charge. Plus the guillotine is appealing because it keeps their hands some-
what clean. It’s efficient and distant. Impersonal and orderly. Automated. 
Like a reflection of the Capitalist State we want to abolish.

I admit that I occasionally think about [REDACTED]* Jeff Bezos, the British 
monarchy, the entire US government, and every single member of the police. I’m 
human; the depths of my fury know no bounds. If you’re too apathetic to feel the 
outrage I do over the state of our world, you should be paying more attention.
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But you know what?
I can’t let that primal desire control me. I have to be able to separate my 

desire for revenge from my politics. Revenge is not the path to liberation. It’s 
not part of my quest for liberation. And don’t get me wrong, I’m under no 
illusion that revolution can be entirely peaceful. But truthfully, some folks 
are vengeful and bloodthirsty because of the violence they’ve had to endure. 
Accept that and work through that, do what you need to do, but don’t pre-
tend such brutality is gonna advance our cause.

As a symbol, the guillotine reflects the ways in which our minds have been 
infected. I’m reminded of the Mask, which I spoke at length about in a pre-
vious video. The prison industrial complex replicates itself in our minds. We 
stand in judgement, anointed with the blood of the wicked. We fall into the 
trap of determining the righteous and the damned. But what the guillotine 
should remind us of is the danger of becoming what we hate.

“To give hope to the many oppressed and fear to the few oppres-
sors, that is our business; if we do the first and give hope to the 
many, the few must be frightened by their hope. Otherwise, we 
do not want to frighten them; it is not revenge we want for poor 
people, but happiness; indeed, what revenge can be taken for all the 
thousands of years of the sufferings of the poor?”
—William Morris

We have to resist the urge to be cruel. If we’re serious about changing 
the world, we have to do better. Our fight is not against human beings, it 
is against social phenomena. Our enemies are not a type of people, they fill 
a role in a system of fundamental antagonisms. Abolishing the ruling class 
doesn’t mean guillotining everyone who owns a yacht or penthouse, it means 
making it impossible for anyone to systematically wield coercive power over 
anyone else ever again. Let our fantasies reflect our liberation, not our oppres-
sion. Our aim is collective freedom, not power over others.

We can commit to the struggle without holding life cheap. Folks might 
argue that the massacres of past revolutions were “justified” for X or Y reason, 
but every massacre attempts to justify itself. Don’t get it twisted, the question 
isn’t about whether such massacres would make revolutionaries popular. States 

have always done far, far worse than the revolutionaries they’ve demonized. 
The question is about whether or not such activities have a place in the project 
for liberation. Just because we discard naive pacifism and recognize that blood 
will be spilled, that doesn’t mean we should encourage bloodlust. We cannot be 
operating by their logic if our aims are so antithetical to their own.

How do we make it impossible for our oppressors to continue oppressing us? 
I’m not arguing that we don’t use force. I’m arguing about how we use force with-
out recreating oppression. Revolutionaries can use force to defend and expand 
their gains without hierarchical, centralized leadership. In fact, the revolutionary 
premise can and has worked to subvert, destabilize, and undermine the enemy’s 
authority. We’ve seen defections and mutinies throughout history, but when we 
maintain guillotine logic, we foreclose our possibilities. We don’t need to slaugh-
ter or exterminate when we can simply defeat. When we use force, let us never 
lose sight of our aspirations, our compassion, and our optimism.

As Subcomandante Marcos of the Zapatistas put it, “Our vision is a world 
in which many worlds fit, a world in which the only thing that is impossible 
is to dominate and oppress.” We desire to provide for all at the expense of 
none, to be valued as humans and not as commodities, and to live life in 
harmony and not competition. There are no shortcuts to lasting change. Not 
by the blade, nor by the “marketplace of ideas.” But we can interrupt the 
ways capitalism and the State reproduce themselves, by any means necessary, 
while demonstrating the liberatory potential of our alternative, if not for our 
enemies, then at least for their children.

The Bolsheviks described themselves as the Russian Jacobins, and they 
too, quite fittingly, defiled the revolution. In her book My Disillusionment in 
Russia, the anarcha-feminist Emma Goldman wrote quite eloquently that:

“Today is the parent of tomorrow. The present casts its shadow far 
into the future. That is the law of life, individual and social. Rev-
olution that divests itself of ethical values thereby lays the founda-
tion of injustice, deceit, and oppression for the future society. The 
means used to prepare the future become its cornerstone.”

*For clarity: Rulerless did not censor this article; the bracketed section was 
present in the original video script.
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From fighting for freedom to plain ol' living, this new  
anthology explores every facet of anarchic existence via 
its themes of love, hope, and joy. Open up these pages to  
experience three dozen fantastic poems and ten fascinating 
works of fiction and nonfiction alike, curated to inspire 
and elate whilst still not shying away from the darker sides 
of life.

Rulerless hopes you enjoy this collection and encourages 
you to share it with all those whom you love, who give you 
hope, or who bring you joy.


